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AB•MACT

The basic objective of the ;'ork repc rt(1-A herein was to piovide a broader
technology base to support the development ,; a meim, .,I., ransport AS'f)
Sairplane. This work was limited to the application of the e.'tenally blown

flap (EBF) powered lift concept.

The technology of EBF -STOL aircraft has been ...- ... , Throiigh
analytical studies, wind tunnel testing, flight simuli:tor Lesling, and design
tr:!Oe s-:udies. The results obtained include development of mc IL.-ds for the
. .-tiCation of the aerodynamic characteristics of an FBW coi ig,,.;;tion, STOL

.fcriance estimation methods, safety margins for takeoff andt l,:g, ,.,i!d
.::reel investigation of the effects of varying EBF system geovxie'.-;" <arnmeters,
c-Oft.'ipiration definition to meet MST requirements, trade data on pi•oý.niance
,1,, coifiguration requirement variations, flight control system mechanization
trade lata, handling qualities characteristics, piloting procedures, and
-effctcs of applying an air cushion landing system to the MST.

Irom an overall.assessment of study results, it is concluded that the
!NF cincept provides a practical means of obtaining StOI, performance for an
MST w ,th relatively low risk. Some improvement in tBF perfonmance could be
achieted with further development - primarily wind tunnel testing. Further
work should be done on optimization of flight controls, definition of flying
qualities requirements, and development of piloting procedures. Considerable
work must be done in the area of structural design criteria relative to the
effects of engine exhau't impingement on.tthe wing anud flap st ructure.

lliis report is arranged in six voiles:

Volwe I DCeniguration t•efinition

Vohltu II - Ilesign Coniv-TOW11

Volwuo III - Perforouncoe Maethds and Takt.eff 3nd lantliti. Rules

Volme iV Malysis of Wb•id 1Tunel " 'i

Volume V - Flight Control "rchtology

Pr r t Co.,.trol System ,•dWhaniv trn rraitý 4tte4ivs
.N'i. II Sialaon Stdie/light oil s lF I gil 0..
P"rt III - Stability ind Control :•, "

S: . .- " •~~Reuireownts afW f4ftv~ts of "'••ma io .S•t• •.

, ':Volua VI Mr Cushion Landing Syiitem Thrde itudy

":. : . ... :iii



This document, volume V-III, reports, analyzes, and summarizes the
results of an aerodynamic coefficient variation study in terms of coefficient
variation effects on aircraft handling qualities. The study defines the
flight control systems requirements, identifies thcze coefficients to which
the flight control systems are sensitive, the coefficient ranges, and provides
a basis for determining coefficient accuracy prediction requirements in
terms of conventional handling qualities requirements.

iv
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

- There-are many reasons for conducting a parameter variation analysis.
For the aerodynamicist it can be used as an aid in determining the accuracy
"with which an aerodynamic derivative must be defined, or in the desig'a
phase, it can be used to determine what effect configuration changes izay
have on the handling qualities of the aircraft. For the flight control
engineer it can be used as an aid in designing augmentation systems by
understanding how each aerodynamic derivative affects the flying qua-
lities, and what sort of augmentation is required to provide satisfactory
response characteristics with changes in thb aerodynamic derivatives.

The purpose of this study included all of these to a greater or
lesser degree. In particular, the objectives of this study were:
(1) The identification of coefficients to which the flight control sys-
tem design is sensitive and their ranges, (2) provision of a basis for
determining coefficient accuracy prediction requirements in terms of the
flying qualities requirements of Reference (1) and (3) definition of
allowable limits on coefficient accuracy prediction requirements if

* possible. These objectives were to consider any flying qualities
requirements deemed necessary to provide adequate piloted handling
qualities. The requirements of Reference (1) and. where applicable,
Reference (2) were given primary consideration.

This study was undertaken for an externally blown flap NtST aircraft
operating in the STOL flight regime. Variation ranges for the individual
stability and control derivatives were selected to cover a spectruR broad
enough to encompass typical variations encotutered in the basepoint
vehicle and other similar designs. They were also selected to assure
that sufficient variation existed to achieve the stated study objectives.-
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Section II *

D I S CJSS IOIN

FLYING QUALITES REQUTfREWTS

The Level 1 flying qual ities requfroiient.s adhered to in this re -N

port are those found in Reference (1). .'n the presentation of the data,N
Level 1 requirements are indicated for the fully vaigmnted -confi~gurat ion
and Levels 2 or 3 where applicable for Lhe 'IM0,Ugmented lataral-dire-c.tional
axis. In the longitudinal axis data, level I requlraient'ý are used
exclusively for presentation of augmented-and Levels 2 IF R and 3 for
the unaugmented coefficient variation data.

SE LECTION OF B3ASELINE FLIGHT CONDITION A..

Thle baseline flight condition selected for the. paramietef variation
study is a heavy weight, full thrust takeoff at an :utarmdiate STOL -
operation flap setting of 46 degrees. Selectioni of this coflditioli as a
baseline for parameter variations was based on stab iIity .cons ider~ir ions.
At low speeds and -low flap angles, the urtaugmented vehicle exhibits -a
slight longitudinal static instability (positive M CC ). As -flap angles
are increased, longitudinal stability increases but dutch-rol)idamping

* decreases to the point of being slI ghtly unstable at a flap setting of
65 degrees.. In order to select a baseline condit-ion representative of
both these extremnes the 46-degree flap setting case was selected at the
lower end of the STOL speed regime. Thie low end of the STOL speed reginiv
was utilized since this represents an area in whic-h the phugo)id mnode is
neutrally damped.

For the lateral-directional study, initial trim was taken z...
velocity of 120 feet/second, angle of attack of 5.03 tlegrees, glitj!I~ope
angle of 9.42 degrees, anid initial horizontal stabiliz.er deflection of
-4.78 dogrees.

For the longitudinal coefficient analysis, steady -state value's for
velocity, angle of attack, glideslope anlgle, and horizontal stabilizer
deflection following a nose dlown columnu Stop input from t'rimt Were used in
cotwputing. 1igitudinal coefficients. 'Me choice of steady State value!ý
overd Initial trim values was found *: essaary to pen~it correlation hotwVC11
time history data from thti 0 1X)F digital simulation progrut with the
.1 DOF linear longittulinal. matri. 0ifficulty in achieving correaio
with trigý. data resuilted from the sl ight lonigitudinal static lnstabi 1t
which exists at the triii condition selectod.

M~sel ine lateral -direct ional and lon~gitudinaul cooffic lent values
are shoun in Ta1~es I and 11 respectively. AMl awAyrnuvic coeofficient.
vallues are for a 'ody axis system.

preceding pRage blank



TABLE I

BASELINE LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL COEFFICIENT VALIJES

P1 ;ý-0.6554378 Np 0.07033949-1

Lr -0.9967363 .N~ 0.2321458

!.A =-0.742025 Np =0.328146

L8a M10-1S:0133 N8a 0.000183151

L8r =0.48839S Nh. =-0.554542

(v/g)Yg -0.3615

(V/9) Yr 0.089609

(v/9) Y8r 0.23295

TABLE I I

PIASELINE LONGITUIJLA.L CO)EFFICIFM I'~l' VALS

z.Y ~-0.002188 Niv =0.00064877

Z -0.4152 '-a -0.0182

V0

-0Q.088450

Xv -0.0328? 1.{ -268

xai 'tau 1.315

4
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Baseline -augmentati.on for- both-the lateral-directijonal and longi-
-ttiiinaf ifodes were def ined by: ro'ot locus -techniques. 'Block diagrams for
roll, y, and P4. cch augmentation'-and cotrlstesaehwni
.F igures 1-tAhrough 3.. With -these systems and the baseline aircraft all
Level 1 longitudinal requirements were satisfied. Only one lateral-
di-rectional rteqaireinent was -not satisfied witli the baseline augmentation
oPerative. Both te b.tic and,-augmented ?4ircraft were incapable of achiev-*
ing a heading angle change of 6 degrees within one second fol~lowing a
f-ull yaw control~coguaand as riequired in Reference (1).

Throu~ghout~ the following report, .Level 1 .requirements on yaw control.
Power , V1 are considered presently tuia46t.ainable except in terms oý
increased rudder size, and as a result, --the-baseline flight condition
used in this study, either-augmenited or-Jmaugmented, does not meet this
requirement. However, as a result of this study a mechanization concept
has evolved for the augmented vehicle which appears to offer a partial
solution to meeting +his requirement on) the basis of the analysis con-
ducted thus far. This concep t is more iully discussed in Appendix IV.

SELECTION OF COEFFICIENT VAPJATIN ANE

Gross ranges were selected in both the lateral-directional and
longitudinal parameter variation analyses to permit identification of
coefficients to which the FCZ is sensitive and to identify critical
-parameters in the STOL flight regime. Wherever practical, both po-tive

* and negative coef~icient values were Unvestigated. Gross changes I cr
each parameter are shown,.in Table 111,

TECHN I CAI, APPROACI I

The following is a description of t'ie w1ethods used in this s;tudy to
ac~rulae dsird dta and def ine satis:i'actory aircraft control systems.

SIX -DEGREH-A Q1 i:R1iIXn1 UIGUTAL SIMtL.\ýTIOIN P!IG.MM

In order to obt-in time histoi-y diata a 6 IM)F digital simulation pro-
gram was used. A flow d~iagrwii desCribing this program is shown in
Figure 4. A computer prinivout of this program can be found in Referec
(3). T~ime history data from the ..fi WF programi enabled measuremeint of
t3o, Vit. Av./4, ~/il~ ~~ d, vnd capabilty of the aircraft to
achieve stall angle of attack frot'n triim. Thie 6 DOF program was !Iso ised
to verify the 3 'DOP linear imatrix restilts for smnall porturbatio." fro."i
trim, and to extract the dijnensionalizod lateral-directional Wnd
longitudinal aerodynwnic derivatives for the haseline flight ctn~ition.
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TABLF I II

RANGE OF. COEFFICIENT VALUES FOR PARANM~R VAIATIN S1Jh

COEFFICIENT LOWER LIMIT WAELINE UPPER LIM',IT...........

1~ -3.2770 -0.6554 -0.1311.
0.1993 0. 99677 4.9835

Lo -3.710 -0.7420 2. 226
Lea 0.001803 0.009013 0.0451
'Adr -1. 4652 0.4884 2.442

NP-0.3517 0.07034 0.-3S17
Nr-1.1605 -0. 2321 -0.046,42
Np0.06562 0.3281 1.640S

Nda -0.0005496. 0.0001832 0.000916
Ndr -2.7725 -0.SS45 -0.1109

4V-2.768 -0.2768 0.0
-300.540 -60.108 0.0
-51.325 -10.265 0.0
-55.944 -11.1888 00

xv-0.3287 -0.03287 0.1644
-79.455 5.891 29.45S

X~1 -9,158 -1.8316 0.0
-0.006487* 0,0006487 0.006487
-4,0 -0.0182 0.182

-6.054 -1080.0

0.0466*~.0.0

v/9 y 1 8 0- .6 5-.7 '

7



PILOT COMMANDS -DEFINITION' OF-INITIAL COND~ITIONS

AERO. COEF
TABLES j

INITIAL TRIM
SECTION

F7 RO. COEFF7L AERO. FORCE
TABLES EQUATIONS

EQUAT IONS

OF MOTION

AUGMENT-AT ION

COMMAND

E/CCONTROL

Figure 4. 6 DOF Digital Simulation Program Flow Diagram



THREE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM LINEAR MATRICES

Two 3 DOE linear matrices were developed for computing lateral-
;diretional and longitudinal basic and augmented aircraft transfer
functions. The small angle approximations utilized for these matricesi
were defined for low speed flight and give excellent correlation with
small. perturbation angles. Correlation of the 6 DOF digital siftulation
program with the 3 DOF lateral-directional matrix was shown for the
damped dutch roll frequency, damping ratio, roll time constant and
spiral mode time constant, and with the 3 DOF longitudinal matrix for
cdamped phugoid fi.caency, phugoid damping, and short period time constant.

Data obtained from the two 3 DOF linear matrices were Whsp, ,
0hP, l, Is s , ý,p, and4/4)m. Both matrices were
also utilized in defining augmentation systems for the parameter varia-
tion study.. The 3 DOF lateral-directional matrix is shown in Figure 5
and the 3 DOF -bngitudinal matrix in Figure 6. The 3 DOF lateral-
directional and longitudinal force and moment equations are shown in
Figures 7 and A.

ANALYTICAL .'PROACHES FOR DEFINITION OF AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS

Root Locus Method

Root locus methods were used in defining both the lateral-directional
and longitudinal baseline augmentation systems.

For coefficient variations with the augmented aircraft, the root
locus method was especially useful in the longitudinal mode analysis where
augmentation involved only one control surface. In the lateral-directional
mode where two control surfaces are augmented, the rudder and the
ailerons, root locus techniques become time consuming and when applicable
a more practical approach was synthesized. Complete analysis of this mode
using root loci techniques is much more difficult to conduct than the
longituLdinal mode because of the inter-axis coupling between the roll and
yaw augmentation systems. In general, a number of different methods
for defining augmentaLion systes were pursued in the lateral-directional
parameter variation analysis.

Method of StabilizingSpira I ode Time Constant

Generally, it is desirable to have a spiral mode time constant that
is very large ( 1/il 2 0.0). If we arbitrarIly set 1/7's-to zero, then the
denominator of the lateral-directional transfer function takes the form:
S ( +1/'•R) (s2 *(2$LdU))d)s * L 2). We note hzre that the term 1/Ti
is zero. This fact can be utili-d'd along with the linear 3 IOF lateral-
directional matrix to obtain an equation that can be solved for a feed-
back gain that will make i/Is approxiiiately zero. An appropriate gain

i Q9
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ROLLING NtM3ENf ( RIGHT~)

YAWING t4MENT (+ NOSE RIGHT)
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Figure 7. 3 DOF Body Axis Lateral'-Directional Equations
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Figure 8. 3 DOF Body Axis Longitudinal Equations



equation can be established by taking the determinant of the constant
terms for the augmented version of Figure 5, and setting it equal to zero.
A numerical example of this technique is given in Appendix I of this

_ _report.

Determination of Augmentation Through Simultaneous Solution of Aer2Lynamic
Coefficients

Once a baseline augmentation system has been defined, a simpler
method of determining a satisfactory augmentation system than root locus
analysis is through simultaneous solution of aerodynamic coefficients.
In essence, this method utilizes the fact that baseline augmentation pro-
vides satisfactory responses for the baseline aircraft. Whenever a. yaw-
ing moment or rolling moment coefficient is varied, compensation is pro-
vided by adding augmentation to both the roll and yaw augmentation systems
so that the dynamic response to varied coefficientswith augmentation is
effectively the same as the baseline. A numerical example of this
technique is given in Appendi.x II of this report.

DEFINITION OF TERMS APPLICABLE TO COEFFICIENT PPEDICTION ACCURACY REQUIRE-
MENTS AND FLIGMT CONTROL SYSTEM SENSITIVITY

In order to realize study results sufficiently general to permit
comparison of these data with those of other flight conditions and even
other STOL configurations, the data were plotted in a normalized manner
with respect to the aerodynamic coefficients. Additionally, a number of
terms were defined in relation to the plotted data which permit identifica-
tion of design guides for coefficient prediction techniques and defini-
tion of coefficient and FCS vensitivities. These terms are identified
for the general case in Figure 9.

* Flying Qualities Parameter (P)

Any of the flying qualities parameters analyzed in this study,
isuch as R, o )nd''Ab/0ev etc.

Mininuan Flying Qualities Performance Level P(4;)

This parameter can be either Level 1, ?, or 3 of Reference (1) aind
is expressed in the same units as the flying qualities parameter being
analyzed, It can also be selected as a desired design goal, including

* but not limited to the requirements of Reference (1).

Baseline Value (BL)

Used as a subscript this refers to the baseline aug, ented or unaug-
mented value of either the flying qualities parameter or an aerodynamic
coefficient.

13
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FlyingjQalities Design Ma~rgin CA P)_

The baseline flying qualities parameter (PBL) reinus the mini••n
flying qualities requirement (P divided by PRL' Tt defines the
position of the baseline configuration level with respect to an 4
appropriate H.Q. requirement.

General Aerodynamic Coefficient

This can be any dimensionalized force or moment aerodynamic
coefficient such as N, Mv, Zee Lp,, NIS, Yr, etc.

Aerodynamic Coefficient Design rMargin or inMrgin(IC).

This parameter is the baseline coefficient value minus the coefficient
value at which the flying qualities (P) meets the -minimum flying
qualities requirement (,4iQ) divided by the baseline coefficient. It
defines the direction of variation occurring in a given coefficient and
represents the margin of the baseline coefficient above or below a given
4-Q requirement. In an augmentation loop this parameter becomes a func-
tion of some gain or gain combination. In this case it is referred to
as a gain margin.

Sensitivity (SENS) 4
This parameter defines the rate of change of the normalized H.Q.

parameter under study with respect to the normalized baseline coefficientbeing varied. The sign indicates -the direction of thie sensitivity aboutthe baseline point. Typically it represents the average slope of a
+SO percent coefficient variation about the baseline value.

Predictiun Accuracy (A

"Phis y'arameter represents the actual aerodynamic coefficient pre-
diction accuracy and varies with the methods utilized for predicting
coefficient values as well as the type of coefficient, Thbe guideline
presented here pemfits defining a coefficient value which yields a design
margin (LV:) equal to PA and mi,iimlzes over or under design while still
assuring that tf,-; minitmuri perfonmance level will be met-

Required Prediction. kxcuracy (RIA)

iihis parwmiter as shown in Figure 9 represents a linearized predicted
accuracy required to meet the doesied ,•NQ

• I la - I":
.RPA 'Q I

For a given baseline aill)lane configuration setting the MPA equal to the
PA for a given coefficient provides assurwice that minimummi hwndling
qualities parameters will ho satisfied.

Is
.3
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COEFFICIENT PREDICTION ACCURACY REQUIRBENTS
Examination of the generalized case shown in Figure 9 indicates that

coefficient prediction accuracy requirements expressed in terms of H.Q.
requirements depend not only on the sensitivity of H.Q. parameters to
coefficient values but also on the predicted H.Q. parameter value for
the baseline case in relation to the minimum performance level desired.

T1us it follows, that over or wider design in terms of H.Q. parameters
can be minimized if realistic guidelines can be determined which assure
desired flying qualities performance levels and take into account
coefficient prediction accuracies. The guidelines presented here provide
this assurance.

As the data of Figure 9 indicated, a linear relationship can be
defined which closely approximates the effect on flying qualities para-
meters due to variations in aerodynamic coefficients. For the general
case shown this can be expressed by:

Y___ P.S) j"N S 2 ENS.,(1PA)
_____ = L SIBJ

This equation defines the flying qualities design margin in terms
of its sensitivity and the predicted accuracy of the coefficient. The
sign associated with the right hand side of this equation is taken as
positive if the aerodynamic coefficient is positive. For negative
coefficients the sign is negative. As is typical of linear representa-
tions for non-linear functions, this equation yields the most accurate
results for small increments about a basepoint. It also provides very
good results for parameter variations of 100 percent or more if the.
sensitivities utilized for these computations are obtained directly from
the data contained in this report at the predicted accuracy.

The flexibility of this relation suggests two possible approaches for
relating coefficient prediction accuracies to flying qualities. These
are described below.

luired Predict ion Accuracy ce t

For the general case in which the prediction accuracy requirements
are to be defined,. this equation is tused in the following form. In thisform the sensitivity, the baselt. e amr ter value, and the minimtmi
flying qualities requrement are used to define coefficient accuracies
wlhiuc nust he achieved to satisfy the flying qualities requirement.

OA
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For the specific case, such as that of finding the prediction accuracy
requirement for N3 and Lp in terms of f44/cP'j and 1R respectively, this
equation becomes,

.I. ~ ~ L _ 0-'R) M H1*.L
•:.RPA Lp" SENS Lp (.TR)Bu L

d Expressed in this form, the required prediction accuracy can be
determined for the more critical coefficients and flying qualities.
These are compared with anticipated coefficient prediction accuracies to
determine areas where the minirnum flying qualities may not be achieved.
A situation of this type could occur if the baseline were selected so
that this equation yields an accuracy requirement of 20 percent but the
anticipated prediction accuracy of the technique used, to derive the
coefficient of interest is only 50 percent.

This guideline is most useful for refining a given configuration

from its baseline value.

Design Margin Concept

A more direct approach and one which should certainly prove more
useful in defining other but similar baseline STOL configurations is
obtained by solving for the required design margin.

A P SENS , PA "

Expressed in this )manner the equation defines the flying qualities
design margin which should be maintained to satisfy a given coeffi-ieont
prediction accuracy. The independent variables of this equation aro the
sensitivity of the flying qualities parameter to this coefficient and
the actual prediction accuracy. Since coefficient prediction accuracies
vary with the methods used in their prediction and the tsype of coefficient,
init.al baseline coefficients (or augmentation systems) can be defined
which yield fl:i:'. quality margins adequate to assure satisfactory
operation. For L,:- specific cases of Ne trod I p this approach yields
equations in the following form, where PAI and PALp are anticipated

17
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derivation accuracies for these:-coefficients.- --

BW~' \4,)MHQ

(~BL

(Aiý" ( 49-zSEN5L(pA)Lp

This approach is most useful in def ining de s ign margins for flying-

qualities parameters which should be iain'tained for the more critical-
coefficients.

22 
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Section III

STUDY -RESULTS `

All of the major aerodynamic coefficients were varied in the six-
:egree-.of -freedom MST mode±. This section identifies the results of
-.these parameter variations in'terms of their effects on flying qua-
lities requiremaents, control systems sensitivities, and coefficient
prediction accuracy -requirements.

To facilitate use of these data by the reader interested in only a
limited ntumber of coefficients, the data are grouped in term9s el' their
equations. For insta.nce, to find the effec-t of variations in Z". one
would go to the Longitudinal Parameter Variation Data Section, ThisAl
section discusses axial force, normal force and pitching moment
coefficients. The resu~lts for variations in ZA will be fouiad in the
subsection -entitled Noxinal Force Coeffirients.

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL PARAMETER VARIATION DATA

The maximumi and minimtum coefficient range selections in the. follow-
ing data represent gross changes. These were selected to peinit investiga-
tion of two separate and distinct areas. The first, that. of de termiining
flight control system sensitivity, and the second, to assist Mn establish-
ing coefficient accuracy prediction requirements. In terms of coefficient
variation magnitudes these two areas at times vary signfi.3ij ,( d s
a result, the gross variation ranges selected are based on ihe Q.tV

requiring the largest coefficient variation..

In plotting the lateral -directional response of the ,iic~ratt, all
additional response requirement other than those speci fied ill keferei),e
(1) was analyzed. Experience has shown that 4A)4/,as previouslIy ,;peci-
fied in Reference (2) is a useful design guidt in predicting th'3
oscillatory behavior of the dutch roll response following a roll control
command.

In plotting the spiral mode time constant responsc, 11sWa~s pha1oted
to avoid the, necessity'of plotting infinite values for Irs,
The reason that 1/ rs was plotted rather than TZ (tilI itO I O doble
amp~litude) as defined in Reference 1, is 0that /ilis lwas -,w Iii ilo
directly from the 3 DOF transfer funtos [10callse of t 11 largo

numiber of data points taken during this ztmly. it wa's mor1,C C;Oivenient to convert the requiremonts, on T into requl voients. for
l1/rs and plot the values for l/rs. The ieto doubt leap td
is re~ated to the spiral mode time constant by the re'lat ion T)

rs in 2,!). Definitions of thle symbols used-( in piott-nig thle"
lateral-directional parameter variation data are shown in 'Fa1ble -.
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TABLE IV . 1
Lateral-Directional Parameter Variation Data Symbology

o Basic A/C, iaseline, Lp, Np:

(3 Basic A/C, Lr, Nr, Yr
0 Basic A/C, Le, Nt, Ya

4 Basic A/C, Lea, Nga

0. Basic A/C, L6r, Ngr, ge'r

-Go Augmented A/CjBaseline, Lp, Np

9-E- Augmented A/C, Lr, Nr, Yr

4- Augmented A/C, Le, N& YO

* Augmented A/C, L~a, N~a

41- Augmented A/C, Lfr, N~r, Yer

ROLLING MEN COEFFICIENTS

The effects of variation of the rolling moment coefficients are
plotted in Figures 10 through 16 for T., 'and, I d, I/tind 4't, and
t30. The effects of variation in thq rolling moment coefficients on

a 704/14,and are shown in Figtre. 17
through 19. In all cases, both the basic aircraft and augmented aircraft
responses are plotted. If baseline augmentation is insufficient to pro-
vide Level 1 response characteristics, revised augmentation responses
are plotted instead. +/lw transfer functions for the basic, baseline
augmanted, and revised augmented aircraft are given in Appendix III f£.
all rolling moment coefficient variations analyzed.

Lp; Baselino Value -0.6S5

Variation in Lp, the roll damping term, indicates pri-ary influence
of the coefficient upon the dutch roll damping, roll timu constant, aid
roll control offectiveness. Increasing negatOip values of Lp tend to
increase Id, whereas, small values ffay cause od to go unstable. Al-
though- large values of Lp improve dutch roll daving and roll ti* constant
responses, they tend to reduce roll control effectiveness. Values of Lp
greater than 3.6S times the baseline value fail to meet Level I require-
ments on t3 0 for the unaugmnted aircraft. Values of Wp less than 0.25
times the baseline have an unstable dutch roll damping, and values less
than 0.65 times the baseline fail Level 1 requirements on the roll tiie
constant.,

20
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With baseline augmentation operative the smallest value of Lp

analyzed, 0.2 times the baseline value, satisfied all Level 1 responseI
requirements, With augmentation on and a gross change of 5.0 times the
baseline Lp, the response failed to meet Level 1 requirements on the spiral
mode time constant and roll control effectiveness. To satisfy Level 1
requirements on the spiral mode time, constant only a. simple adjustment.
on the yaw rate feedback gain in the roll iaugiientation was required. To
improve roll control effectiveness with a large roll damping term, a
wheel coupling into yaw augmentation mechanization Similar to the rudder
coupling into roll analyzed for the baseline case was investigated. A
detailed analysis of this augmentation technique is given in Appendix TV.
Results indicate that no augmentation can be defined which will increase
roll control power sufficiently to meet Level 1 requirements for t 30
for the 5 Lp case, although significant improvement over the uinaugmented
aircraft response is realizable. With a value of LP 4.3 times the
baseline value, Level 1 t 30 requirements were satisfied with the revised
mechanization. Revised roll -and yaw augmentation m~chanizati~ons for
large values -of Lp are sho~wn in Figure 20.

Lr;_Baseline Value 0.997

Variations in Lr indicate a strong influence of this coefficient on
the spiral mode time constant. Increasing positive values of Lr have a
destabilizing effect on 'r., whereas, increasing negative values tend to
stabilize the spiral mode. For positive values of Ir, the coefficient
has very little effect on the dutch roll damping, but for large negative
values o~f Ix the dutch roll damping becomes unstable. For the basic
aircraft, these data indicate that increasing negative values of L~r
greater than. -1.0 tiaesi theaselinto Value have uin-stable dutch roll
damping.

Baseline augmientati~oi proved to be sufficient f'or both large positive
and negative va1lues Of IX in achievinig satisfactory spiral mode timne
constants. In both ca'-ses oni-y a iorjustment in the yawv rate feced.-
back gain in the ro)ll atigmentation wý,as required. A simpie method of
computing this gain to stabili.-e 'rs is showni In Appe-ndix I. With pro-
Per "xugmen11tat ion Lill attainable I..evol I requirements were satisfied
for the variations of L7r Studied.

B~aseline ValuQ -0,742.

Variit ion in i.A thie effective dthedral derivative, indicates a
strong jiufluxlice of the coefficic~nt oil the spiral mode, dutich r-011
&'mping, and roll time con1stant. 1nLcrV3Sitig negtiv "alue'S ~f LA h4ve
a S tab i Iizifl offect onl the spiral node w-nd destahi lizing effect CIA the

dch .0l dupn.Cotes lodcre(asing negative and i nre asi
positive values of 1., havo a stallil izing vffect on th0 dutci r-011
daznping, an adverse or incroin offect on ro lte Uolanad dt,

.o -+Ub~ilizfing effeý't onl the SpiralV mode.
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With baseline-augmentation Operating, all L,9 variations analyzed
indicated stable dutch roll damping, however, with large negative values
of L,6 , dutch roll damping is small, and unsatisfactory 0-"CI/AV
characteristics necessitated additional augmentation analysis. For large.
positive values of Lp ,the spiral mode fails to meet Level 1 require-

* ments. In defining revised augmentation for both the largest negative
value, 5.0 times the baseline value, and the largest positive, -3.0 times
the baseline value, the simiultaneous solution of aerodynamic coefficients
method was utilized.

Revised augmentation systems for the roll and yaw axes are shown in
*Figures 21 and 22 with sideslip angle feedbacks. In bot~h cases, it is

expected that the feedback loops defined by this method can be replaced
by more conventional ny feedback loops if necessary. With revised aug-
mentation all attainable Level 1 requirements were satisfied.

L$ea; Baseline Value 0.00901

For variations in LS' , only the roll control effectivreness and
of the unaugmented aircrait are affected. For values of Ls' less than
0.58 times the baseline value, roll effectiveness is insufficient to
meet Level 1 requirements for t30. For none ot the values of*1.6a
studied did '4*x~exceed the design guides.

With baseline augmentation operating, the spiral. mide time constant
for both the largest and smallest values of L.ýa studied wertL unsatis-
factory. Since the effectiveness of roll. augmientation is largely depen-
dent on the magnitude of Lga, only minor adjustinunts w-ex-e neces'sary to0
the roll augmentation feedback gains to provide satisfa~tory lateral.-
directional roots to compensate for increased or decreatued Values Of
14a. In order to increase roll control effecti ivciness, thie samie type of
roll and yaw augmentation mechanization as used in the S [p ca~se wasI
investigated. With the wheel coupling into yaw augmentation mechaniza-
tion, a minimum value Of Lfa that Is 0.4 times the baseline value can be
accommnodated to meet the Lovel 1 rec~iirement on t39o Mhen 100() prcent of
avallable rudder is utilized to augment aileron -:ontro] . A detai ledI
a 'Iysis of this problem is found in Appendix IV.

1.r Dalseline Value 0.488

I-or the basic aircraft, vU'iation~s illLir Only difOCAt t10 Ya Lo
trol effectiveness andOV4U. crea!,ing valuvs of L~ tend t increase_4
yaw control effectiveness and values less t~han .2.1 times the hastlline
value satisfy Level 1 requirements orit

With baseline augmentation operative, the larges, negaltivv value o-f
14r, -3.0 times the baseline value, did not allow flch~ievii'g II satisfactory
spiral mode time constant. The large positive value of I-A*-r ivvivit.~d
meeting design guides W114/wOt . Satisfactory reszvoaseo uvat aciiie'ved
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- by incorporating a rudder feedback into the roll augmentation.as shown
in Figure 23. to compensate for the increase or decrease of LSr. This
augnentation'sys~tem was determined by the simultaneous solution of
aerodynamic coefficient method.

YAWING MflE•T COEFFICIENTS

The effects of variation of the yawing moment coefficients are
plotted in Figures 24 through 30 for TS,j)'R, 0)nd,5d, ')'+Pnd' , t, and

"t3 0 . The effects of variation in the yawing moment coefficients on

""Md I., ,oo/
Y_ "/ol 8C)d AV

are shown in Figures 31 through 33. in all cases both the basic and
augmented 'aircraft responses are plotted. If baseline augmentation is
insufficient to provide Level 1 response characteristics, revised aug-
mentatioh.responses are plotted instead.

Transfer functions for the basic, baseline augmented, and revised aug-

mented aircraft are given in Appendix III for all yawing moment coef-
ficibnt variations analyzed.

N•; baseline value 0.0703

Variation in Np through the range of values studied indicated very
little influence of the coefficient on lateral-directional dynamics, i.e.
frequency and damping. Although Np is generally fairly important for
conventional aircraft for dutch roll damping considerations, very little
"change in Id was noticed for this flight condition. The effect of
large positive variation in yawing moment due to roll rate resulted in
rather large values of W41/u],d and a moderate increase in the spiral mode
time constant. Large positive values of Np tend to move the ?/•&

numerator zero xnd denominator pole such that the 44/(sd ratio is greater
than 1.1. This occurs fcr values of Np greater than 3.5 times the base-
line value. In terms of handling qualities, values of / greater
than 1.1 are undesirable in that they result in reduced lateral-direction-
al damping with increasing pilot or augmentation loop gains. The large
positive values of Np also resulted in reducing spiral mode stability.

With baseline augmentation operating, all positive values of Np
achieved satisfactory responses for all attainable level 1 requirements.
For the largest negative value of Np studied, -5.0 times the baseline
value, a minor adjustment in the yaw rate feedback gain in roll augmenta-
tion was required to satisfy level 1 requirements on the spiral mode time
constant. For the five times unaugmented Np case, baseline augmentation

36
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repositioned. the P/Sa zero and poles to a point where increasing pilot
loop and/or augmentation gain results in increased lateral-directional
damping. With proper augnmentation, all attainable level 1 requirements
were satisfied for variations in

Nr baseline value =-0.232

Variations in Nr, the yaw damping term, indicates a strong influence
of the term on the spiral mode time constant and '4 /Mna for the basicaircraft. Large negative values of Nr induce undesirable large stablevalues for 1/T' and undesirable values for M/tOnj . Small values of

Nr induce undesirable large unstable values for lt's and no adverse
effect on

With baseline augmentation operating, the small value of Nr studied
failed to meet spiral mode time constant requirements and the large value
failed to meet casc/t av. In both cases a minor gain adjustment in the
roll augmentation feedback gains was required to satisfy all attainable
Level 1 requirements.

N: baseline value = 0.328

Variations in N8 indicate a strong influence of this coefficient on
the spiral mode t'ie constant, dutch roll frequency, a€/Wnj , and dutch
roll damping. Increasing the value of NO from that of the baseline
increases the dutch roll frequency and has a destabilizing effect on the
spiral mode tiue constant. Increasing Np has very little effect on the
dutch roll damping and , */w, 6  . Decreasing values of NA from that of
thie baseline lowers the dutch roll frequency, stabilizes the spiral mode
time constant, and reduces dutch roll damping -driving it unstable. For
values of NA less than G.6 times the baseline value, spiral mode tim

aonst '.t; satisfy levol 1 requirenents for the basic aircraft. For values
of X. loss than 0.4 times the baseline value dutch roll damping becomes
unstable.

For both large and small values of .A, baseline augmentation was in-
sufficient to provide satisfactory level 1 characteristics. For the 0.2
ti.es N* case it was necessary to increase dutch roll danuing to sathlty
': 4AV requirments. This was aciomplished bI chang-ing thle yaw aulgon--tatiro gainst. For tho 5.0 times th baseline vaiu cae, the usatisfac-
tory spiral divergence Wm e was iLproved by changing the yaw rate feeback
gain in thoe roll augMtation system. With proper augmentation, broth the
high and low values of NO rtudicd satisfied all attainable level 1 hand-
ling qualities requir•mnts.

48'
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NSia baseline values -0.000183

Variation in Nia indicated very little effect of the coefficient on
lateral-directional response characteristics with baseline augmentation
off or on. For the largest positive value of Nia analyzed, baseline
augmentation was sufficient to satisfy all attainable level 1 response
requirements. For the largest negative value of Nga analyzed, the -3.0
times the baseline value case, a minor adjustment in the yaw rate feelback
gain in the roll augmentation was necessitated in order to achieve level
1 requirements for the spiral mode time constant.

Nir :baseline value -0.5S55

Variation in Nir, the yawing moment due to rudder, influences mainly
the aircraft heading change in one second or, yaw control effectiven"ss.

2 Values of Nsr greater than 1.3 timnes the baseline value satisfy level I
requirements for 41t. Variation in NSr does not affect any other handl~ing

quality response for the basic aircraft,

With baseline augmentation operating, the smallest value of Nj.r studied,
0.2 time~s the bazeline value, satisfied all level 1 requirements e.ýccpt
for insufficient yaw control power. The largs vau fNrsudid
5.0 times. the baseline value, satisfied all level I requirements including
that for 4Jt withi only a minor adjustment in thie yaw rate feedback gain
in the roll augmentation system to satisfy spiral miode times const;,at
requirements. .the augmented spiral node time constant for tho' 0.2 N61,
case is slightly stable as seen in Figure 24, This effect is an inu4 ec~t

result of the reduced yaw, rate generated with the himaller ruddor Of fec-
tivenoss coupling into the Lr tem.' Thec effect of Lr On the spiral mOdo
time C=Ontnt was noted in the previous soction.A

_4

SIDE FORCE~ wjwFI1cIIrrs

The effects of variation of the side force coafficients are-plotteM ii,
*Figures 34 througgh 40 for -r$, OR. o Ikdo W/id.4tad t30. m

effects of variation in the side force coofficients on

and *osc/ #,AV are AMow in Figures 41 through 43. In all citses, both
the basic and augmented aircraft responses are plotted. If b, kiw
augmentation is insufficient to provide level 1 rsons characteristies,
revised aupientation responses are plottod instead. '~x/Cw trwlsker
functionws for the basic. baseline augwrited, and rovisedao ~ ttd air *

craft are given in Appovndix 111 for all side force cocfficient 'ariatilmis
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SV/g Y, : baseline value = -0.36

Variation in Y' ,the side force damping coefficient, indicates
primary influence of the coefficient on the dutch roll damping and 10osc/#Av
responses for the basic aircraft. Increasing values of Yp improve both 3
dutch roll and 4osc/PAv characteristics.

Baseline augmentation proved insufficient to satisfy all attainable
level 1 requirements for both the largest value of Yp analyzed, S.0 times
the baseline, and the smallest value of Yp analyzed, 0.2 times the baseline
value. For the largest value of Yp only a minor adjustment in the yaw rate
feedback gain into roll augmentation was required to satisfy spiral mode
time constant requirements. For the smallest value of Yp-, it was neces-
sary to adjust yaw augmentation gains in order to achieve satisfactory
Posc/*Av responses. With revised augmentation all values of YA studied
satisfied all attainable level 1 requirements. -

V/g Ygr baseline value = 0.233

Variation in YSr has very little effect on lateral-directional dynamics
for the basic aircraft. Hbwever, with augmentation operating it has a
large effect on the aircraft's dynamic response with yaw augmentation on.
Increasing values of Y$r, increase the amount of sideslip generated with
yaw augmentation. For the largest value of Ygr analyzed, 5.0 times the
baseline value, adjustments to the yaw augmentation gains were necessary
because the high sensitivity of the baseline gains drove the system
unstable. For the smallest value of Yfralralyzed, 0.2 times the baseline
value, baseline augmentation was sufficient to provide satisfactory
responses.

V/g Yr: baseline value 0.090

Variations in this coefficient from 0.2 times to S.0 times the base-
line value with the unaugmonted vehicle had very little effect o n/•S,

R , * u/Q)n, and h Iliese data are shown in Figures 34 through
39. As a result, no additiomal data for variations in this coofficient
weore analyzed with either the unaugmented or augmented cases.

TlIiZ HIS'TORY DATA

Time history cathode-ray tube plots (CUT) for the iateral-directional
parawtor variations are doctnentod in Reforetice 3. Th-ose data were
generated using the digital simulation program described in Section II
of this voluw. Time historios generated in this fashion wore ustd to
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such as frequency, daoping, and time constants with those of the 6 DOE
time histories.

The time histories required to satisfy requirements in Reference 1
include those for unaugmn~end aircraft wheel 'Step inputs and boith unaug-

* mented and augmented wheel impulse inputs.

The time response to pedal step inputs (P't) and those for augmentedA
wheel step inputs (t30) were also obtained using the 6 DOE digital A
simulation program. The data obtained for these parameters were read

directly from computer print out tabulations and no C2RT plots were gene-
rated. Be-cause of their bulk, and the large number of data runs, these

*data have not been published in any document. The results of this analysis,
however, are tabulated ini the colu.mn for 4't and t30 of Tables V and VI.A

A description of the form in which the aerodynamic derivatives are used
in the 6 DOF digital simulation prograin is given in Reference 4. The
aerodynlamic derivatives for the MST are given in Volu'e V-II.

WONGITUDINAL FARA.'TER- VARIATION DfAA

As in the case of the lateral-directional coefficient variations the
maximum and mininiua longitudinal -coefficient were selected to
satisfy the requiremients of the stated s* 0- ýtives.

A tabular listing of tl~v flying qualities parameters for each coef-
* ficient value is presented in Table VII and include both unaugmented and

au.agmntad configuratio. -The results of the analysis of these data are
prescqited in the following. pages. Table V11I defines the plotting s~,nbols
used i-n thle 'presentationl of the following longitudinlal Coefficient d~itta.

TADIX~V111 W 'UI ~UTIM4 OF ONWG ~ NPU2IAI
OF WNUJI1IJNAL COUFVICiLM7 VAR1ATIa-1 lXAr

o Unauimented basel ine case e- Wiaseline aUgmentted
o Unaumipwtoed t.k~,. Xv, ZV coefficient vafiiatloii
Sthb-aUOMnted mg, ZL a 11evised augwntred

4 Unaugowntod M& coofficient variation~
0 t~ nugented
a UntiUPXnted 1~ ~j ~

Wmuoaugnted !IS09 Z&~
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AXIAL FORCE WOEFFICIENTS

GC8nformance of the aerodynamic coefficient variation study results with
the short period requirenents of Reference 1 are summarized in Figure 44.
The data of this figure have been normilized to the level 1 limits in each
axis and show the effect of parameter variations on the level 1 requirements
for "Wnsp and $sp.

These data show that in all cases, including the baseline configuration,
the level 1 requirements were met with the baseline and/or r'evised augmented

• configurations. Only results of the final augmentation configurations are
: shown.

The data also show that in the case of the unaugmented configuration
the level 1 requirements were met in the 5 X, case. in all other cases
including the baseline unagumented configuration, these requirements were
not met in terms of the minimum short period frequency.

Figures 45 through 48 show the effect of axial force coefficient
variations on W ns-, •s , •P, arid '5 p for the unaugmented, baselinep p
augmented, and revised augmented aircraft. The effect of individual
coefficient variations on phugoid as well as short period dynamics is dis-
cussed in greater detail below.

Xv: baseline value =-0.0329

Variation of Xv indicates primary influence of the coefficient on the
phugoid damping. Increasing negative values of Xv tend to increase •ph

", V.while positive values of Xv tend to lower "5ph and drive it unstable.
Figure 48 shows the effect of Xv variation on 3pl, for the basic aircraft,
and Figure 49 shows the effect of Xv variation on the phugoid mode roots
in the s-plane.

With baseline augmentation operating, the largest negative value of Xv
investigated, 10 times the baseline value, had very satisfactory short
period and phugoid mode responses. For the largest positive value of Xv
investigated, -5 times the baseline value, baseline augmentation was in-
capable of stabilizing the unstable phugoid mode of the basic aircraft.
In order to stabilize the phugoid mode an attitude-hold was introduced
into the pitch augmentation system. The revised pitch augmentation for
this case is showr, in Figure 50. With proper feedback gains determined
through root locus techniques, satisfactory longitudinal responses were
obtained. Transfer functions for G/Xc are given in Appendix III for the
basic, baseline augmented, and revised augmented aircraft.
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Xc: baseline value 1. 891

Variation of X, indicates only a slight effect of the coefficient on
the basic aircratt, However, due to the marginally stable damping of the
phugoid mode for the baseline aircraft, large negative values of X. may
drive the phugoid damping unstable. The effect of varying X- in the s-
plane is :;hown in Figure 51 and indicates that variations in this coef-
ficient result in negligible changes in Wnp.

With baseline augmentation operating, the largest negative value of Xw

studied, -5 times the baseline value, indicated ian unstable phugoid mode.
In order to stabilize the phugoid mode, an attitude-hold loop consisting'
of a pitch attitude aagle feedback was introdiced into the pitch augmen-
tation system. The revised pitch augmentation system is shown in Figure 52.
With augmentation gains determined by root locus techniques, satisfactory
short period and phugoid modes were attained. For the largest positive
value of X. studied, 5 times the baseline value, baseline augmentation was
sufficient to provide satisfactory short period and phugoid mode responses.
Transfer functions for 9 /Xc are given in Appendix III for the basic,
baseline augmented, ald revised augmented aircraft for all variations of
-m studied.

XH :baseline value -1.83

Variation in X&FI has very little influence on lcngitudinal dynamic
characteristics for both augmented and unaugmented configurations. As a
result, both the unaugmented and baseline augmented aircraft provide
satisfactory level 1 response characteristics for all values of XS |!
studied. The smallest value of X 61 studied was zero, the largest value
was 5 times the baseline value. Transfer functions for e/Xc for the
baseline augmented aircraft are given in Appendix IlI for all values of
XS H investigated.

NORMAL FORCE COI'FFICILNTS

The effect of coefficient variations for both augmented and unaugmpen-
ted configurations on the short period requirements of Reference 1 are
sn•unarized in Figure 53. The data presented in this figure have been
normalized to the minimunm frequency and damping ratio requirements of
this document.

The level 1 requirements were met in all cases with baseline augmen-
tation. The effect of augmentation on variations in individual parameters
is discussed in greater detail below,
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For the imaugmented configuration the short period data of Figure 53
also show that the 5 Za case met the requirements of level 1. For all 'Y
other coefficient values, including those of the baseline vehicle, the
minimun frequency requirement could not be met.

Figure 54 through 57 show the effect of normal force coefficient
variations on ' 0nsp, 5 . and •unp for the unaugmented, baseline augmented,
and -revised aug ?;td aircraft. The effect of individual parameter
variations on the augmented and tmaugmented baseline vehicle is discussed
in detail below.

Zv : baseline value - -0.277

Variation of Zv indicates a strong influence of the coefficient on
the phugoid frequency. "Increasing negative values of Zv increases phugoid
frequency with a large increase in phugoid damping. Very small values of
Zv can result in slightly rustable phugoid damping. Figure S6 shows the
effect of -arying Zv on the phugoid frequency for the basic aircraft.
Figure 58 shows the effect of varying Zv on the basic aircraft longitudinal
roots in the s-plane. These data show that variations in Zv affect fre-
quency and danping of the phugoid roots and also the damping of the

* short period roots.

With baseline augmentation operating, both the largest and smallest-
values of Zv investigated showed satisfactory short period and phugoid

* mode responses. Transfer functions for S/Xc are given in Appendix III
for both the basic and baseline augmented aircraft.

4o: baseline value -60.1

Variation of Zc indicates primary influt.xe of this coefficient .is on
the short period mode with a small effect on the phugoid frequency. In-
creasing negative values of Zoe increase the short period tequancy for the
basic aircraft. Figure 59 shows the effect of Zn variation W the s-plane
for the basic aircraft short period and phugoid mode roots.

Witl baseline augmentation operating, both the largest MW smallest
values of Zo investigated had satisfactory short period and phugoid mode
roots. Transfer functions for G/Xc are given iW Appendix III for the
basic and baseline wugented aircraft.

Z~n : baseline value - -10.3

Variation in Z$ 11 indicates very little effect of the cootficient on
longitudinal dynamics for both the ba-sic and augmented aircraft. It does,
however, affect the trim characteristics of the aircraft. With baseline
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augmentation operating, both the smallest value of Zý jI investigated, zero,
and the largest value, 5 times the baseline value, had satisfactory short
period and phugoid mode responses. Transfer functions for 91X are given
in Appendix III for all values of ZE 1.1 investigated with the bcaseline aug-
mented aircraft.

Z5Se baseline value -11.2

As would be expected, variations in Zie do not affect dynamic response
characteristics of the basic aircraft. This results from the fact that
this term does not appear in the denominator of the longitudinal transfer
functions. tlowever, with augmentation, it does appear in the denominator
terms and its effect is observed on the short period response of the air-
craft. Making ZSe more negative reduces short period frequency and
damping, but does not materially influence the phugoid mode rootE. T1.se
results can be observed by an examination of the data in Table VII. With
baseline augmentation operating, both the smallest value of Z e investi-
gated, zero, and the largest, 5 times the baseline value, had acceptable
longitudinal dynamic responses. Transfer functions of G/Xc for the
baseline aircraft are identified in Appendix III for all values of Z~e
investigated.

PITCHING WMLN\ ' COIFFICI.INTS

A suLnmary of the effect of coefficient variation on the short period
frequency and danping requirements of Reference 1 is presented in Figure
60. As in the case of the axial and normal force coefficients these data
are plotted in a normalized manner and tale into account the variations
in level I rrquirements occurring with variations in a xind
for a given coefficient value.

With either baseline augniontation and/or revised augmentation con-
figurations, all of the level requirements were met. 1ho data of this
figure show the results of the final augmentation conifrgvrations utilized.

Level 1 short period requirements were met with the tuauvilente•dlcon-
figuration for 10 Mv, 10 'kj, and 220 M. cases. In some cases the resplnse
for these coefficiont values did not meet level 1 r xjuiirnents for other

areas, those are discussed in detail below. For all otlvr coefficient
values including those of the Wasel1ine configuration either the Miniam-
short period frequency and/or dinmping rat io cout l not be Iet.

Figureas 61 through 64 show the offect of pitching moment Coofficit"nt
Variation on 0nsn, ~ �s�, 1-0. ,id p for the urnauw ented, baseline

thUjanlrted aid re•isod augmented aircraft.
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M: baseline value 0.00065

Significant variations in the basic aircraft longitudinal dynamics were
observed with variations in this coefficient. Increasing values of Mv.
increase both short period and phugoid mode natural frequencies, and
drive the phugoid damping unstable for the basic aircraft. Decreasing
positive values of Mv indicate a strong effect of the coefficient on the
phugoid damping with reductions in both short period and phugoid mode
natural frequencies. Increasing negative values of Mv variation on the
phugoid mode natural frequency and damping are shown in Figures 63 and 64
for the basic and augmented aircraft. The effect of MV variation on the
short pericd and phugoid modes in the s-plane are sumiarized in Figure 65.

With baseline augmentation operating, the largest positive value of My
investigated, 10 times the baseline value, demonstrated satisfactory
longitudinal response characteristics. The largest negative value of Mv
investigated, -10 times the baseline value, had an unstable real phugoid
mode root. By weans of root locus techniques, an angle of attack feed-
back and an increased pitch rate feedback gain were added to the pitch
augmentation system in order to provide satisfactory longitudinal responses.
Figure 66 shows the mechanization of the revised pitch augmentation system
for this case. Transfer functions for G/Xc are givent in Appendix III
for the basic, baseline augmented, and revised augmented aircraft.

Mx : baseline value ; -0.0182

Variation in ,I. , the static stability coefficient, indicate! primary
influence of the parameter on the short period mode and a significant
influence on the stability of the phugoid mode for the ba3ic aircraft.
Increasing negative values of N1, cause the two real short period mode
roots of the baseline case to merge and become a complex pair. Increas..g
negative values of M',, may also cause the phugoid mode to go unstable. This
occurred for values of negative M.( greater than 5.3 time; the base,-re
value. Increasing positive values of M. cause the two real short period
mode roots to separate and eventually drives one of them unstable.

With baseline augmentation operating, both the largest positive value
of M,, investigated, -10 tines the baseline value, and the largest negative
value of M. , the M,= -4.0 case, had unstable phuigoid modes. For the
large positive value of M. an angle of attack feedback was added to the
pitch augmentation system as shown in Figure 66, This mechanization
effectively permitted changing the sign of 'he unstable Mo term to one
which was statically stable with augmenr.tation on. For the large negative
value of M,( 3n attitude-hold loop utilizing incremental changes in pitch
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attitude was added to pitch augmentation as shown in Figure 68. Both the
largest positive and negative values of Mo investigated had satisfactory
short period and phugoid mode responses with revised augmentation.

The effect of M. variation on the longitudinal responses are shown for
the basic aircraft in Figure 67 for the s-plane. Transfer functions for
e/Xc for the basic, baseline augmented, and revised augmented aircraft

are given in Appendix III for all the variations of M,.investigated.

M&: baseline value = -0.312

Variation in Mii indicates primary influence of the coefficient on the
short period mode with a significant effect on the stability of the phugoid
mode. Increasing positive va~hes of Mk tend to merge the two real short
period roots making them complex. Large positive values may drive both the
short period and phugoid mode damping unstable.

With baseline augmentation operating, the largest negative value of Mac
investigated, 5 times the baseline value, had satisfactory short period
and l ugoid mode responses. Te largest positive value of ',investigated
required a larger pitch rate feedback gain in the pitch augmentation system
and the elimination of the normal acceleration feedback of the baseline
system. With the revised pitch augmentation system shown in Figure 69
satisfactory short period andy phugoid mode responses were attained.

Figure 70 shows the effect of ti1variation for the basic aircraft in
the s-plane. Transfer functions for G/Xc for the basic, baseline augmen-
teC, and revised augmionted aircraft are given in Appendix III for all values
of , investigated.

1,1q baseline val.-i -0.63

Both the short period and phugoid mode responses of the basic aircraft
Je-e affected by variations in this coefficient. Increasing negative
valiles of the pitch dmiping term tend to increase the short period fre-
quency, dkcreasc che nhuguid freouc:,cy, anu inzreasc the phugoid dalmping.

With baseline aw&..entation ope.ating, both the smallest value of ,0
investigated, zero, mid the largest value of Mý, 10 ti-is the baseline
value, satisfied sho, t period and phugold mode aquirtc")ents. Figures 03
through 14 show the effect of t,• variation on the piiugoid natura! fre-
quency and damping for both the basic and auginented -.jirc.raft. Figure 71
s hows the effect of -ki varii,*ion on both the short period and phugoid
modes for the basic aircraft in the s-plhne. 1.'ansfer functions for 8 /x
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-are given in Appendix 11for both the basic and baseline augmented air-.
craft for all variations of Mq studied.'

Mie baseline value -1.32

Variation Of H Se for the basic aircraft-indi cates a strong influence
of this coefficient on the steady-state I.itch-attitucde angle, 9 following
a coluzmn step input. N1 Se variation does not -a ff.ac t eitlier the short
period or phugoid modes for the basic a±ircriift.

With baseline augmentation operating, the magnitude fM' has a large
influence on the effectiveness of the pitc:h augmentaticn. The zero.M E e
case naturally nullified the effect o~f the, pitch augni ent at ion. Figure 61
through 64 indicate that the midnimum M $e whi~i will. satisfy dynamic
response requirements at this trim condition is-0.2 ~tim'~s the baseline
value. In order to provide satisfactory level 1 short period frequency
for the zero Mj~e it was necessary to augment the horizontal 4tab~ilizer.
Baseline augmentation was sufficient to provide satisfactory -longitudinal
responses for the largest value Of I5' investigated, 5 times the baseline
value. Equivalent augmentation through the hiori'.,ntal stabilizer was
sufficient to provide satisfactory results for t,,C zero ME e case. Trans-
fe r funactions for G/y< are given in Appendix III for the baseline auginen-
ted and revised augmented aircraft for all values Of MSe studied. Figure
72 shows the revised pitch augmentationi system used for the zero MS
case.

M~I baseline value -1.21

Variato iVM indicates a strong influenceoftscofcin
on steady-state values for the pitch attitude, charnge1- in 1 second and.
horizontal stabilizer. trim. Variation of Mf1t does not affect the b a~sic
aircraft short, period or phugoid miodes.

With baseline augmentation operating, Wtl the sitxiUCst value of M 6,
studied, zero, and the largost iialue of M f 1 studied, 5times the bascline
Value, had, Satisfactory short periLod and phugoid mode responses.. Since~
baseline augmentation is coupled only to the elevator no variation i
baseline auoweted dynaiics would be expected for the zero M S11 case,
however, the baseline valticle trim system ~s cou~pled to the horizontal

i~h~zer mid , as :a resul t, t)he zero M; La so requ i rc! vedofinitlw of
the trim control systemi.~ Trim studies for this e.g. position 12ve. indicted
that stabilizer trim positions vary from zero to seven dogrees.. These J t-a
woulvd indicato tlia,_ theý minimtun M SH necessary to satisfy the trim ro-
quiroemnts is approximately 0.33 tints the baseline value at the aft c.g.
position-i~nvestigatod, Forward c.g. positions 'gould rtoquire considerably
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Pill

more. Transfer functions for e19/y foJr the baselin 'augmented aircraft

are given in A~pptndix III for all variations Of MSii studied.

*ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT-CAPABILITY, TO0 AGIIEVE STALL ANGLE OF ATTACK FROMA TRIM

The maximun angle of attack used in 2-e following analysis was computed
fromn the equation:

-+ ___

The above coefficients are defined in-Reference 4. At the baseline trim
flight condition, e(ma was conquted to be-approximately 21.0 degrees.

In analyzing the aircraft's capability to reach svkll angle of attack
from tr4in, the 6 DG;, digital simulation program was used. The program
computes initial triým angle of attaclkglide slope angle, pitch attitude
angle, and hor?.'7ontal stabilizer position. Input initial conditions were
a-velocity if 1.. 1.0 ft/sec. a flap deflection of 46.0 degrees, weight of
160, 000 lb~s., ...I full thrust per engine.

The coefficients varied with respect to aircraft capability to achieve
~nix er Mq M~,~ MI-, ~,Zgj, n Ze Increments of -5.38,

-1. 29, and -1. 83 were added to the baseline values of Mq, li and M cc
respectivo~ly to determine the sensitivity of the coefficients on O~stall
Capability. MZe Z611, a~nd Z 9e wer6 each independently made zero to
determine their effect on o~x and M6,, was multiplied by a constant
0.28 to determine its effnct. In all cast., where the aircraft was capable
Strinming, the required stall angle of attack was achieved.

It is wor~t"' noting that severA1 cases were run in which an initial trim
was not achievred !kocause of coeffici-.-.t magnitudes selected. Thesei-
clude:d Nlxvalues oi -2.36 and -3.54 and a value of M81i 0. Of theme
cases, .stall argle of :ittack was, achieved with full col:muai input for the

Mc -2.36' mnd Plifi 0 cases. Stall ingle of attack was not achioved
for the -3.54 case. In the case of 146 1, - 0 the aircraft could not ti-im
because this system is mechw-iized through the horiZontal stabilizer, as a
result, an initial out of triim pitching acceleration of -OO) rad./sec. 2

was measured from time histoir.es, Eiven with this amiount of ii~tial nose
down aceleratlon the aircraft achieved stall angle of attack when full
elevator was applied through the col.mui. Ilie results of these' analysis
ia tanns of stal! angle of attack are shown in Table IX.

The va uoas of -2.36 and -3.54 for M,. wcre initially selucted as
being typ~ical values which resuilt in coiiple-x short period roots mid arv
thus possible values which might lie encountered hin a given aircraft dusign.
For the baseline configuration the highi stiffnvz rsultin fr(In these
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magnitudes of Mo in combination with the baseline M resulted in fail-
ure to achieve an intitial trim. A brief 2 degree-of-freedom analytical
study has been conducted to determine the maximum stable valuc. e MCC
capable of being trimmned with the baseline MSH f and, if needed, the use
of partial elevator to augment the trim provided by the horizontal stabili-
zer. These data are presented in Appendix V.

The data of Appeedix V show that for the baseline aircraft a maximum
stable M• of -1.8 can be trinmmed by using full horizontal stabilizer.
When elevator is used to augment the horizontal stabilizer, i.e., elevator
is added after the hor:zontal has been trinmned to full travel, an M.,
-2.9 can be trinmmed using 50% of available elevator. This study also
shows the effect of variations in Zc, and M ji on trim requirements.

CNh.FFICIENT ACCURACY PEQUIRP•NTS - UNAIJG TED AIRCRAFT

To determine coefficient accuracy requirements for the basic a:r-.
craft in each axis, two parameters were measured from th. parameter
variation data plots previously presenteci. The pa.-waeters ;neasuree from
these plots included the sensitivity (SENS) and the a'rodynanic
coefficient design margin (INvC) o'" each parameter with respect to the
normalized baseline value and the ,-.propriate perel,'rmmce level.

,ATERAL-)DIRELI70IL AXES

,or the lateral-directional axes, the dvsign maxi..rts tn each case
were measured from applicable Terminal Flight Phase Category L' require-
ments of Reference (i). in most cases thet were selected as the L.vel
3 requirement since the unaugjnnted configuration represents a failure
state configuration and thus can he considered to have de,,,rAded
peeformance. Nly in the case of the control surface efftctiveness an
- idesi•p excursion parameters were. Level I requiremats rtcaitled ,for the

pwi"t..•etior, failure mode configuration. These margins are definel in
I 4ii X for each of the coefficients analyzed. They represt the design

a.. ns .ltich wore dvýigned into the baseline coniigur:.,tion. hese are
S..ssed in multiples of the baseline value with res|ct to the tndi:ýt.t

f.'!er e z7vels. These data indictte that w't,-e the j'pproprw 'o
- quieimmnt leoves are %.t, the desi, margina are generally in execs&,. of

1-3
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one baseline unit over the mininin requirement and in many cases they are
* five baseline units away from the minimum reference level. The sign

associated with each design margin indicates the direction in which the
baseline coeffi ient must vary to reach the reference level. A minus

S•DW indicates a change in coefficient value toward zero and a plus EtC
* indicates a change in coefficient value away from zero is necessary to

reach the reference level. Where requirement levels are not met, Wt
and I•l•,*, 1 , the design margins are not defined. The design mar-
gins closest to the minimum reference levels appear for the i/'rs
parameter. These include the margins for Lp, Lr, LA , Nr, and N.
These margins are on the order of 20 to 50 percent of the Level 3 reference.

The sensitivities for each coefficient are also shown in Table X.
"These were measured ovei a +50 percent range of the baseline coefficient
value. They are normalized to both the coefficient value and ýthe baseline
H.Q. parameter value.

Table XI identifies the coefficients in the order of their relative
sensitivities on each parameter. These results indicate that NA
contributes the greatest sensitivity to seven of the ten flying
qualities parameters listed. It exerts the prime influence on the
basepoint values of

The next most important coefficients in the-order of sensitivity magni-
tudes are L , N&r, Lp, and Lsa. These coefficients are the prime
-. influence on 0o'•/,*, 4•, '• and t30 respectively. Of the coefficients
second in order of importance, Lp influences 1A'/- , /
t 30 , and /u•, while Li and Nr each provide sensitivities second in
order of importance in two flying qualities parameters. These are "R
and d for L• , and l dr snd for Nr.

Analysis of the relative sensitivities in this table for each
coefficient show that in some cases significant percentages occur for
coefficients as low as sixth in order of importance and in other cases
the relative sensitivities decrease more rapidly as order of importance
decreases. This implies that comparing sensitivity .data by this method,
i.e., order of importance, would not significantly reduce the amount of
coefficient accuracy requirements which mu.st be determined, However,
comparing the relative sensitivities for each flying qualities para-,
meter indicates some coefficient accuracies for incivixcuai ii.q. parameters
are not significant in terms of the other coefficient sensitivities
involved. More specifically, these coefficient variation data indicate
that accuracy requirements with relative sensitivities less than 0.25 are
not significant in terms of their effect on individual flying qualities
parameters. The coefficients for which accuracy requirements should be
defined on this basis are listed in Table XII, This table shows the
coefficients for which accuracy requirements should be established in
terms of each flying qualities parameter. The method of establishing
the requirements for these coefficients ks discussed in Section II.
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TABLE XII

UNAUJ(W{NTED LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL COEFFICIENTS FOR DEFINITION OF
ACCURACY REQJIREMENTS VESUS FL ING QUALITIES PARAMETERS

H.Q. AERODYNWAIC COEFFICIENTS
PARAMETERS

TR Lp, L8

1!iS N8 , Nr, Lr, L8 , Lp

i•d N8, La, Lp, Nr, Y8

N8, Lr

€/ Na, Lp, Lr
own

t•t N6r

t30 L6a, Lp

'osc La, N8 , Ya, Nr

oAv

I'p , Lap, Lp, Np, Ya, La

10t7



14 Coefficients having sensitivities which significantly influence the
various flying qualities are sumarized in Figure 73. This figure
also .shows that the baseline unaugmenteci contiguratlon either meets or
exceeds the minimum H.Q. requirement specified for augmentation failure
mode operation in all cases except yaw control effectiveness and the
sideslip excursion requirement,

For some parameters, such as, frequency, damping and roll time constant,

Level I requirements are met and exceeded by a comfortable margin.

LONGITUDINAL AXIS

For this axis the design margins shown in Table XIII were measured
from the Level 3 and Level 2 IFR requirements of Reference (1). The
unaugmented k)ms did not meet the Level 2 IFR requirement and therefore
t~ese are not defined. In most cases the coefficient design margins for

sp and I p are outside the coefficient parameter variation ranges
-'s investigated and the symbol LUl indicates that the coefficient design

margin is greater than the percentage range of th,.; individual coefficient
being investigated.

This table also shows the sensitivities which were measured over a
+50 percent range about the baseline value. In many cases these
sensitivities are quite small and, as a result, do not significantly
influence coefficient prediction accuracy requirements for a given
flying qualities parameter.

The importance of the individual coefficients on each flyingquality parameter is summarized in Table XIV. This table lists tjhe

sensitivities relative to the maximum (R.S.) for each parameter and
identifies the number of times each coefficient appears in each order of
importance. These data show that Mv, MN and ZK have the most signifi-
cant sensitivities with respect to these flying qualiLies parameters.
Other coefficients having relatively large sensitivities are Mbc, Zv,
and Xv. These data reflect the fact that for the baseline condition.
investigated Ma , usually the dominant term in 6sp, is numerically
quite small, and as a result comAs out a poor sixth in terms of order of
iuportance.

The coefficients for which accuracy requiremnents or design margin
requirements should be determined are listed in Table XV. These represent

coefficients whose relative sensitivities in terts of each flying
qualities parameter are equal to or greater than 0.1. Tle methods for
establishing accuracy and/or design requirements is defined in Section
II.
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Table XIII

UNAU94ME LONGI'IUINAL STNSITIVITIES AND DESIGN MARGINS

~Coefficient, ..2? -P W
SN MCSF1NS %Iv1C Sh'JS %]MC SENS
Level 41iFRs Level 3 Level 2IFR

XV -0.000039 LEMA 1.62 LM 0.00054 *1 -0.0032
Xo -0.(i014 LEMv 0.53 LINy 0.0014 *1 0.0124
XtH 0.0 Lill 0.0 IMd 0.0 * .

ZV 0.086 LEMy 2.18 JIM -0.081 *10.135
z-0.178 LIMy +0.154 LEMy 0.540 *1 -0.068

-0.508
Z61 0.0 LDlA 0.0 LElM 0.0 *10.0

Z6e 0.0 LII! 0.0 LEMA 0.0 .10.0

MV -0.295 LDMy -5.2 Lily fl.730 *10.264
M or -0.039 LLIV -0.202 LEM4 0.0445 *1 0.0126

M. 0.255 -120 0.340 LWI. -0.0510 *10.0489
M q 0.041 Lat 5.2 LEMA 0.278 *1-0.382

M6i 0.0 UN 0.0 LElM 0.0 *10.0
M6e 0.0 LIMI 0.0 LEM! 0.0 *30.0

*1 Unkaugmented, iaseline aircraft fails minimum Wnfsp requirement.
LINA These coefficient design margins are outside th aaee anges

investigated.



TABLE XIV

1.ONGITMJINAL COEFFICIENTS IN ORDER OF IMORTANCE FOR UNAUGMfENTL'D
CX)NFIGURATION ON FLYING CQJALITIES PARAMETERS

Flying Qualities Mv M M~ N v- Mq z ZC XiV xv

R. S. .42 .08 -.10 .51 -.15 1

0.0.1. 3 6 5 2 4 1

R.S. 1. +.13 -.86 -.14 -.29 +.60
~sp

0.0.1. 1 6 2 5 4 3

R.S. -. 69 -. 03 -. 13 1 -. 35 +.18 -.03
wh

0.0.1. 2 6 5 1 3 4 6

R.S. -1. +.04 4.07 1 +.42 -.10 +.31 +.10

0.0.1. 1 6 S 2 4 3 4

Order of Importance Mntmber of Timies Appearing

1st 21 1

3rd1

4th 22

SOh 3 1

6th



TAUBE XV

UNAIMENTED LONGITUDINAL COlEFFICIENTS FOR DEFINITION~
OF ACQJRACY REQUIPaIENTS VERSUS FLYING QUALITIES PARAMETERS

if.Q
PARAMETERS AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIE!NTS

Mq. M,, Z., Xv, ~
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The coefficients with relative sensitivities greater than 0.1 are
sunmmarized in Figure 74 forA n., P*) n p and ~sp. The minimum re-
quirements are shown for W1 Pand 11sp. That for the phugoid damiping
Level 3 occurs at 1P 09 and has not been shown. All of the
minimum longitudinal flying qualities requirements in this figure are
expressed in terms of the baseline frequencies. No requirement for
phugoid frequency is applicable. Since the phugoid roots are all corn
plex, the only Level 3 requirement whichi applies is that for phugoid
damping.

It is noted, that the coefficients shown as being most influential
on these flying qualitipes are not necessarily those normally dominant
in 4 4e conventional flight regime. Nor, has the present study been

.Sufficiently exhaustive to assure that these terms predominate the STOL
flight regime and all possible c.g. posItions. They 'are however repre-
sentative of the trim condition at which this study was conducted and
represent the effect of coefficient variations about that point.

COEFFICIENT ACCUR~ACY EQUIREMENTS -BASELINE AUGMENED AIRCRAFI'

In determininig coefficient accuracy requirements for thc baseline
augmented aircraft, coefficient gain margins (111C) were determined for
each of the coefficients with respect to either sensitive lateral-
directional or longitudinal flying qualities. The DMC were determined
for each of the lateral-directional and longitudinal coefficients with
respect to Level 1'requirements. In addition, the coefficient
sensitivities (SENS) were also defined in each axis for the baseline
augmented vehicle.

LATERAL-DIRECTIO1NAL

The data analysis for the baseline augmentation systeff utili~zed a
three-step procedure for each coefficient value investigatd Thiis proce-
dure involved a matrix computation for 1Yr, l/'-rs, ýSd, '(¼Jci and'0/Wn1d for
a given aerodyiiamnic coefficient value. If the Leve1 1 requirements e re
ine t foi- each of these parwireters, pulse and/or step tfime histories were

r~.t -,tcblish such paramteters as OOSC/OAV t3(, Yt ~w~ ~~

Thei order in which itep or iiiiiulse time histories were runxvaried with
t-he type of coefficient being investigated, If at avy tuiiio during this
analysis procedure dppropriate level requirements were not met, the
augmentation syritein was redefined in tertns of either a gain change or
confivuration revision and the analytica I~ s a epae.N
additional data were run ini teritis of tilM) h stories for augmentation coai-
figurations not ineeting Level 1 requirements. Th datrn in ths

ýmoainnr for the baseline augm-inted coif ijwainaejreetdi al
XVI Th sesiiviiesan gaI niargins in this t ble are for the

control systems of Fig~jres I ,ud 21. Thle gains for the bAseline configura-
tion are shown in Table XVI 1.
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TABLE XVII

S•IARY OF LATERAL,,DIRECTIONAL AUGWNTATION GApIS

Coefficient Kpa Kr Kny Krh Kp Kpr l(r Kpr
Units Sec Sec__ Rad/g Sec % Nondirn No,.K Nondim Sec

Baseline 0.85 3.5 1.75 0.80

5 Lp -1.98 3.5 1.75 0.80 0.0895
1/5 Lp Same as baseline case
5 L.r 0.8S 3.5 1.75 5.4
1/5 Lr 1,60 3.5 1.77 0.0
-3 Lr 0.85 3.5 1.75 -.3.45
5 L8 0.85 3.5 1.75 0.9O -3.384 0.10685
I /5 Lo. 0.85 3.5 1.75 1.2
-3 Lf 0.85 3.5 1.75 0.80 3.384 -0.10685
5 L6a 0.17 3.5 1.75 0.16
1/5 L~a 0.85 3.5 1.75 3.5
S Ldr 0.85 3.5 1.75 0.80 -0.946
1/5 Lar 0.85 3.5 1.75 1.0
-3 ,r 0M85 3.5 1.75 0.80 0.946
5 Np Same as baseline case
1/S Np Same as baseline case
-S Np 0.85 3.5 .11.75 1.2
$ Nr 2.0 3.5 1.75 0,0
1/S Nr 0.8$ .35 1.75 1.1
5 NA 0.85- 3.5 1,7S 1.5
1/5 NP 0.85 3.07 1.83 0.8
5 N~a Sme as baseline case
1/5 Na Sxe as" baseline c,3:.

3 , 085 75 1.0
5 Ndr 9.•5 13.5 11,75 1.0
1/S N6r Same Ps 1'iseline case
5 p 0.85 3..; 1.75 1.0
1/5 vp 0.85 1'l2 1.89 o0.80
$ Ydr 0.85 0.70 O.M35 O.
1/5 YWr Same as lasdine ca•

-.1.6



To the extent of the data available, Table XVI shows the
sensitivities and coefficient gain margins for eack. of the flying
qualities parameters. The sensitivities indicated are those for a ±50
percent excursion about the baseline value for each coefficient. ir tht
Et4 was violated at any timne during the range of coefficient values
investigated these are also shown. In many case5 the augmented
sensitivities are quite sm~all and, as a result, the gain margin was not
encountered over the range of the coefficient values investigated.

This table also su~mmarizes the limitations of the baseline augmenta-
tion system. For each coefficient it identifies the imultiple for which
the MNi was not met, it identifies the flying qualities paraxriter not
meeting the requirement and summiarizes the changes accomplished to meet
the WIQ by identifying whether a simple gain change was necessary or
whether r--.% fir~itirw- of the -4igwn-n ition system was required. The figures
on which thie fi-- veis~v.-:L5 ýi awlv*. r'itation systems meeting all Level 1
requireirkats vte also identiij e~l.

Figures /5 through 78 show the effect of base-line augmentation on the
sensitivity (SENS) of T(R. 1/1-s, I d and 4) nd for each of the lateral-
directional coefficients. In all cases, the flying qualities sensitivity
is increased with augmentation on for the control surface coefficients,
Lga, LSgr, sa, 1&r, and Y4' 1This result is to be expected since these
coefficients do not affect the denominator roots of the unaugmented lateral

* , transfer function.

In comparing the flying qualities sensitivities of the urnaugmented
to the augmented aircraft, the addition of augmentation reduces 1.-j
sensitivity for all the0 coefficients except for the control surface
coefficients. With respect to'tR, lIT5s, and'und, sensitivities are in-
creased substantially for YA with augmentation ope~rative. Thie rolling
and yawing iranent coefficients sensitivities for 'ri, / andwnj IU-yincrease or decrease thus affecting the order ofipotnc f h
coefficients with respect to flying qualities sons-itivity. Table NXVI IIsunowrizes the order of importance of the lateraldictol .1ficet
0n"k I/rso ed and wnd for the baseline augm-nted aircraft.

Additional results shown in thesie figures indicate that !;oft, other
significant changes in the order of ijqiortaicc )f the coeffici eints on
flying qualities are realited by the addition of haseline augmenitation.
T'he largest changes in sensitivity ocur for tLr and N with ret'Pect to
l/1Y's, Yp with respec~t tok)"d, and N\* , ad twith respe- to ;j.
Table XIX sumunrizes the important vsficeir iP ..eect
VlrO7'd,~t mid 1%4.

Twenty-tuv of t10 tuvilty-nine1c Cases stigdied for tl*ý ljt'aldlrecc
tional parameter variation requiired a entvit-itit mialysis &We to~ the.
failure of baseline augmnonatlin of achlevirng satis faxrfllgqul
resixmises. Of the 22 cases, fourteen only, req'tircNI minor demnso
Ohe baseline roll augm~ntatlon system gains to satisfy ipiral siok* time

11.7
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TFABLE XVI II

COEFFICIENTS IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE FOR BASELINE AUGMENTED AIRCRAFT RESPONSE

Flying YL Y6r r L6  Lia L6r Nr Np Nea Ndr

Qualities

TR R.S. -0.41 1.0 0.39 -0.80 0.54
0.0.1. 4 1 5 2 3

1/ R.S. 0.17 0.03 0.08 1.0 -0.39 ..0.69 -0.84 -0.56 0.28 -0.1S 0.17
OO.I. 8 11 10 1 5 3 2 4 6 7 8

R.S. 0.78 0.30 0.31 0.48 -0.84 0.54 i.0

0.0.1. 3 7 6 5 2 4 1

wnd R.S. 1.0 -0.46 0.338 0.26 -0.27 0.22 -0.26 0.55 -0.34

0.0.1. 1 3 5 7 6 9 8 2 4

TABLE XIX

BASELINE AUGME-NTED IATEHAL-DIRECTIONAL COEFFICIEýTS

FOR I)EFINITICW OF ACCURACY F.QUIREM4J,..FS '.n.DSQUS
FLYING QUALITIES PARAMETERS

ii. Q.

PARAME'TERS AERODYXAMI C COEFFIC IENTS

7"1ý Lp, L~r, Nr, Y, Lo

1 /s Lr, Ldr, L6a, Nr, !2, Nfl

'd "`6r, Lp, Yo, Np, Lr, lp, Y#,.

4) Id Ylo, ,A, Yalr, N6,., Lr, Lýa, L•j, N1.
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constant requirements. Of the eight remaining cases, three required-adjuscments to the yaw augmentation system gains in order to improve dutchroll damping characteristics. For the largest value of Lga studied, itwas necessary to lower the roll augmentation gains to compensate for theincreased effectiveness of the ailerons. The four remaining cases,
upper and lower limit L,6 and Lfr cases, were augmented by the simultaneous
solution of aerodynamic coefficient method. In both cases additional
feedbacks were added to the later:.l-directional baseline augmentationsystem. A summary of the revised lateral-directic.ial gains is given inTable XVII.

LONGITUDINAL

The data presented in this section are those for the control and
augmentation system defined in Figure 3.

The sensitivities and gain margins for the longitudinal coefficientvariations are presented in Table XX. Cases where the coefficient gain
margins referenced to Level 1 requirements are so large that they were
not violated over the variation ranges are indicated as LDM.

These data show that the augmentation system is most sensitive to
coefficient changes which significantly affect the phugoid damping. Thesecond greatest control system sensitivity results from coefficient
variations affecting short period frequency.

In general, laseline augmentation proved to be very successful inaugmenting the ai craft with variations in the longitudinal coefficients.
In several cases where unstable phugoid roots were present for the basic
aircraft, baseline augmentation was unable to provide satisfactory longi-tudinal response characteristics. However, with the addition of an
attitude-hold loop to the pitch augmentation system, these cases weresatisfactorily augmented. For a small value of M&e, results indicate
that it may become necessary to add augmentation to the horizontal
stabilizers due to the decreased pitching moment capability of the eleva-
tors. A summary of the longitudinal parameter variation gains is given
in Table XXI.

The change in coefficient sensitivities resulting from the addition
of baseline augmentation is shown in Figures 79 through 81. In generalthese data show that baseline augmentation significantly reduces velocity
and rotational moment and force coefficient sensitivities over those forthe unaugmented vehicle and increases moment and normal force elevator
effectiveness coefficient sensitivities.

The effect of baseline augmentation on coefficient sensitivities
for the phugoid damping is suwnarized in Figure 79. Significant reduc-
tions in sensitivities for ZV, Z*, Mq and MV are achieved. "lhe
sensitivities for X,, and M6e are increased., The most important
coefficients in influencing p are XV, X% and M&.
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TAji1LE )OCI

SJ*MAY %} LONGITUDINAL AIMMJATION GAINS

Coefficient Kq Knz Ka0 Kq'Ki

Units Inch-Sec. Had- In. Inches Inches Inc-Sec. Had-In.

Baseline: 38.0 4.0 NA NA NA NA

-5 Xv. 15.0 0.0 10.0 12.6 NA INA
10 Xv Same as baseline case
-5XY 40.0 0.0 NA 3.0 NA NA
S Xm Same as baseline case

*Zero XHSame as base:line case
5 X61j Same as bktseline case

Zero Zv Same as baseline case
100 zv Same as baseline case
Zero Z_. Same as baseline case
S Z ~ Same as baseline case

Zero Z6e Sarm as baseline case
5 ZV. Same as baseline case

Zero Z6H Same as baseline r~ase
5 Z6H- Same as baseline case

-10 mv 150.0 -0.0 j 5.0 NA NA NA
lut~ mVSae as baseline case
-S5M. 100.0 1 0.0 NA NA NA NA
5 M&_ Same as baseline case
1l0 M1 40.00040N N NA
200 M1 0. 0.0 NA S0N N

Zero MqSame as basel ine case
10 Mq Same as baseline case NA NA
Zero MS. 0.0 j 0.0 NA NA 51.78 5.45
S Mbe Sahe as baseline case NA INA
Zero M61 Same as baseline case NA NA
S M611 Same as baseline case N A NA
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Similar results are observed for the short period frequency a5 shown
in Figure 80. For this flying qualities paranmter • addition of
baseline augmentation reduces all moment and force coefficient sensitivities
to +0.01 except for Mq and Mie. The sen3itivity for Nt, is decreased 50
percent to 0.13 and that for Mle is increased to 0.5. 1,.is effective
increase in the sensitivity of M~e makes this the most significant
coefficient in influencing short period frequency. Mq is next in
importance in influencing Wnsp.

In terms of coefficient sensitivities affecting short period damping;
Figure 81, the baseline augmenLition system reduces all axial and nojreal
force and moment coefficient sensitivities by factors in excess of
of their unaugmented values except for NIA,, Particularly significant
decreases in sensitivities occur for ZV,- o, Mv, M,, and Mb. For short
period damping the addition of baseline augmentation reduces all moment
and force coefficient sensitivities to less than +0.01 except for MHe
which is increased to -0.23. The minus sign associated with the sensi-
tivity for MSe indicates that a prediction error in this coefficient
which results in an increase in the baseline value of M6e would reduce
the augmented Isp and conversely a coefficient prediction error result-
ing in a reduction in the baseline valuL of Mhe would increase the augment-

a The most important coefficient in influencii•g short period
dampig' is Mae.
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Section IV

SMAARY AND RCC ENDATIONS

BASELINE VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS

In the lateral-directional axes the unaugmented baseline vehicle
exhibits marginally stable dutch roll damping, low frequency, excellent
roll response in terms of time constant and control effectiveness,
slightly unstable spiral mode roots, low rudder effectiveness and slight-
ly high sideslip excursion characteristics. The unaugmented baseline
vehicle was shown to oither meet or exceed the minimum flying qualities
requirement specified for augmentation failure mode operation in aii cases
except yaw control effe.tiveness and -X 0

The baseline augmentation for this vehicle was designed around these unaug-
mented characteristics to either meet or exceed Level 1 requirements. This
objective was achieved in all cases except that for rudder control effec-
tiveness.

In terms of the Level 1 requirement of Reference (1) the rudder
effectiveness is approximately 30 percent low. As a r'esult of analysis
conducted for this study it has been shown that a control sy.,tcin, Pither
unaugmented and/or augmented, can be designed to include control biending
techniques to increase rudder effectiveness. However, the increase '.i

rudder effectiveness which can be gained in this manner is considerably
short of the 30 percent iequired. h""le. o the s4cop of tis. , ws ..ly
suffidiently, broad to define the actual increment which can be achieved,
it is estimated that any increased rudder effectiveness achieved in this
manner would be on the ordeo of 10 percent over that designed into the
baseline vehicle.

"Ihe unaugmanted longitudinal axis of the baseline vehicle exhibits
real short period roots and almost neutral phugoid daniping. Because of an
IFR requirement in the terminal flight ýhase, the unaugmnented longitudinal
short period handling qualities of this vehicle were referenced to
Level 2 IFR. In the case of the short period frequency this requirement
is not met for the baseline configuration, as a result, a fail operational
longitudinal augmentation syst'n would be a requirement. The baseifne
augwntatiun systein was designed to increase short period frequency mad
reduce damping. With respect to the phugoid roots, augmentation reduces
frequency and increases damping. In all, flying qualities areas investi-
gated baseline augmentation meets or exceeds all Level 1 requirementA.

In terms of augmentation systems, these study results have shoi•
that in order to -wet terminal flight phase requiremwts of RIeferenze (1)
the pitch mid yaw augmntation systems must be fail operational. This

prgoeding page black



requirement would assure adequate aircraft flying qualities with respect
to the sideslip excursion requirements and those for short period fre-
quency. The study has also shown that the required increase in rudder
effectiveness cannot be achieved solely by control blending and that addi-

! tional rudder effectiveness must be designed into the baseline configura-
tion.

COEFFICIENT PREDICTION ACCURACY GUIDELINE

A guidelirue ý-is established to assess coefficient prediction accuracy
requirements for any specific baseline aircraft. This guideline requires
apriori knowledge of handling qualities parameter values for the vehicle
being analyzed, as well as, knowledge of the sensitivity of the handling
qualities parameter to a given coefficient as defined in this report.
This coefficient prediction accuracy (PA) guideline appears most useful in
refining a given baseline configuration. It is expressed in terms of
parameter sensitivity, SENS, end the non-dimensionalized deviation of the
handling qualities parameter from the minimum allowed, or minimum desired,
value of the parameter. In equation form predictic' accuracy is:

RPA= L¶~A
SENSi L j.L 5ENS-1

Assuming the accuracy of predicting a given force or moment coefficient
is known, then the above equation can be turned around to solve for the
maximum allowed deviation of the particular flying qualities parameter
frum the specification or desired v.-lue of the parameter, AP. This value
then becomes the design objective or .uideliae, and as such, incorporates
a correction to the minimum flying qualities requirement which accotmt
for realistic and achievable coettictent prediction accuracies based on
the method in, whih these coefficients are derived.

Mast :tudies previously conducted to deternine accuracy requirement
guidelines consider only the sensitivities of flying qualities paa-
mters to certain coefficients. lhe guideline presonted in this :ttty
also considers the b1)eLic vehicle flying qualities in relati(o to o.
desired performance level. The pertoniance levels denigned to can 1w
those specifi•d by the anolicablh military suocification or ýcom other
flying qualities design lingt to which the designer is working.

The above type of guideline is a linearized nonlinear function ald as
a result, gives only approxiwatv results. The inaccuracies of this type
of approach can be minimized by measuring the sensitivities over the
accuracy range of interest. In this study a1'2 sensitivities discusstxe
are wasured over a *50 percent hand. For most cwefficienz. tii results
in vero sma~ll errorst•wn accuracy, requiren-ents within :his bhad are
being inlvestIated. the data contained in this report permit other

measunre-nts for'sensitivities over a range of several hundred percent
in most cases.
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PREDICTION ACCURACY REQPIREVMNS

For the unaugmented vehicle there are ten lateral-directional
coefficients with-relative sensitivities greateýr than 0.25; these, require
consideration of prediction accuracy. These areLO, Lp, Lr, L~a, L~r,
N, Np, Nr, N6r, and Y, . In the longitudinal mode there are six, MVP
Mq, Mic, ZV, Zm and- XV. Thie importance of the accuracy requirement for
each of these coefficients varies with the flying qualities parameter
being assessed.

In the lateral-directional axes the most stringent coefficient
accuracy requirements. for the NR MST are imposed by the 7*s, Vit t30 and

X10 requirements. The accuracy requirements for the
coefficients affecting rs and t30 were defined, the minimum )flying
qualities for the unaugmented vehicle were not met for ad ___

and as a result these accuracy requirements could not be
established. For the baseline upaugmented vehicle no lateral-directional
prediction accuracy requirements less than 20 percent are indicated
for those coeff'icients. whose accuracy requirements were established.
In the longitudinal mode all coefficient accuracy requirements for the
baseline unaugmented vehicle were in excess of 100 percent except for
coefficients influtnci~ng wnsp. The accuracy requiremen-"s for this para-
meter were not determined since the appropri3te perfonrimince level was
not achieved.

The additirn of baseline augmentation in both the lateral-directional
and longitudinal axes reduces the prediction. accuracy requirements of
mcst coefficients with respect to their unaugmented values except the
control effectiveness terms M~e, 1.6~a and N6r, and the cross coupling
terms L~r, N8a, Y6T. The sensitivities, and as a result, the prediction
accuracy requirements of these coefficients are generally increased
by augmentation. While the addition of baseline augmentation effective-
ly reduces the prediction accuracy, requirements of most coefficients, it
does necessitate consideration of a greater number of coefficients in
terms of prediction accuracy requirements. The coefficients with relative
sensitivities larger than 0.25 for the augmented lateral-directional
axis are Lp, Lr ' L/3, LSay Lýx', Np, Nr, Nb, NSa, N~r, Y/3 and Y~r* For
the augmented longitudinal mode these are NM\, Mq, M~, MNe, ZCC, XV a1Ld )X~

In addition to decreasing the prediction accuracy requirements of
most rotary and velocity related coefficients, augmentatlion also results
in a corresponding increase in the performance level which can be achieved.
As a result,. the augmented coefficient design margin, EDAC, no longer
represents an accuracy requirement, more significiantly it represents a
gain level or margin in the case of coefficients which are inside a closed
aerodynamic loop. In the case of control effectiveness coefficients these
are open loop and the DMC associated with these terms for the augmented
configuration do represent coefficient prediction ac:curacy requirements.

1.33
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FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM SENSITIVITY

These study results indicate that the augmented flight control system
designs are generally insensitive to variations in aerodynamic coefficients
which are independent of force or control moment generation. In both the
lateral-directional and longitudinal axes large coefficient excursions were
required in all, cases before major control system configuration revisions were
needed. The inherent function of the baseline augmentation system design is the
reduction of linear and angular velocity force and moment aerodynamic coef-
ficient sensitivities (uncontrolled variables) to values less than those for
the control effectiveness sensitivities (controlled variables) thus providing
a method of adjusting a large variety of handling qualities parameters to a
desired performance level.

For the baseline augmentation systems the greatest sensitivity
encountered was in relation to coefficient variations affecting the spiral
mode time constant in the lateral-directional axes and those affecting
phugoid damping in the longitudinal axis.

For all coefficient variations the flight control system sensitivity
proved to be a function of both coefficient variation sensitivity and
augmentation gain margin. The coefficients with the largest relative
sensitivities were not n,.cessarily those whizh required augmentation gain
changes. In some cases gain changes were required for coefficient varia-
tions with lesser sensitivities simply because the baseline gain margins
were smaller.

In the lateral-directional axes, these were Lr, L,, Laa, Nr and N6r.
Variations in these coefficients from S to 50 percent resulted in the need
for augmentation gain redefinition. All other coefficient variations
were in excess of +50 percent before a gain change was required. Very large
excursions for several coefficients resulted in the need for revision
of augmentation loops as well as gain changes. In the lateral-directional
axes these included 5 Lp, -3L4 , 1/S LSa, 5 L5r, 1/5 Ngr and N6rBL. The
5 1 and 1/5 L~a cases required revision of the augmentation loops to
meeT the t 3 0 requirement. The -3 L.5 case required addition of a beta
feedback into roll to satisfy the Oosc/Oav requirement. The 5 Ler resulted

Sin the necessity of destabilizing the spiral mode. The 1/S N~r and baseline
N~r cases require improvement (aircraft redesign) to meet the requirement
for Pt. In all other cases either baselir.e augmentation or minor changes
in gains associated with baseline augmentation provided satisfactory
response characteristics.

In the iongitulinal axis the greatest FCS sensitivity resulted from
variations in XV, Xm. and M~e., The FCS sensitivity to variations in all
other coefficients was in exces3 of +100 percent. For very large co-
efficient excursions in several cases augmentation loop revision as well
as gain changes were necessary. These included -5 XV, -5 Xa, and 200 Mcc.
For each of these cases the need for revision resulted from phugoid mode
damping requirement.
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RECCH,04DATIONS

As a result of this study, several areas for further investigation
A are suggested for STOL flying qualities definition or improvement,

1. Study results have shown that highly damped spiral mode roots
are undesirable in that they result in bank angle bleed-off after
a wheel conmmnd. It is suggested that appropriate analyses be
conducted to establish a maximum stability limit on this
flying qualities parameter. In determining this limit, the
0osc/Oav limits should be considered since the data. analysis
of this study indicates that a coirelation exists.

The prediction accuracy guideline defined in this study should
be incorporated into existing aerodynamic coefficient prediction
computer programs. Utilizing this guideline during the initial
design phases will tend to minimize under or over design and thus
facilitate configuration definition.

3. Validate the sensitivities of this report by calculations based
on another baseline aircraft. If significant differences exist
identify the performance and/or configuration changes which
result in these differences and develop coefficient sensitivity
spectra.

4. Develop a generalized method of augmenting STOL aircraft to
further reduce flight control system sensitivity to variations in
aerodynamic coefficients affecting spiral mode time constant and
the phugoid mode damping ratio. One solution for desensitizing
these areas would be the development of appropriate gain sche-
dules which permit a known coefficient tolerance band throughout
the operational flight regime. Another perhaps more effective
way would be to aatack the problem of desensitizing the critical
coefficients by defining augmentation loops and/or gains for
achieving this purpose. A study needs to be conducted which
will examine both these approaches to determine which yields
the best results. Some work along these lines has been conduc~te
in this study. Appendix I contains an equation which would prove
useful in defining a gain schedule for the spiral mode damper.

5. Approximate equations for applicable flying qualities parameters
should be defined in terms of aerodynamic coefficients. These
equations should be based on STOL characteristics and provide
reasonable accuracy. In a number of cases during this study the
approximate equations of Reference (S) were compared with 3 or
6 t0P matrix solutions. In general, these comparisons resulted
in such poor correlation that no significant conclusions could
be drawn.

6. Evaluate appropriate STOL coefficient prediction techniques against
wind tunnel and/or flight test data to define realistic and achiev-
able prediction accuracies possible for given coefficients.
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APPENDIX I

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE FOR STABILIZING SPIRAL MODE TIME CONSTANT

Using the method outlined in Section II of this report, an equation
solving for Krh, the yaw rate feedback gain in the roll augmentation sys-
tem, can be derived which makes 1/i-s equal to zero.

Krh = (Kpa) (sin 0) + -I)(N2)-(N3)(N4)-N5

" 95.6 (DI+D2) (AI-1)

The variables used in the above equation are defined below.

Nl = Lp (sin G)-Lr (AI-2)

N2 -No Kny [~ (Np) (Y 8r) (Nar) (Y9 ](I3

N3 = Np (sin 9) -Nr (AI-4)

N4 LP Kny &) L) (,9 - (L8r) (Yo (AI-5)

NS Kny g) (Yr) (L (N8r)(L~r)

D1) (Np) (Lea) - (Nsa) (Eft) (AI-7)

D2 Kny ( (Lp) (NSa) (Y8) -N (Np) Nr (Lea)
(Y)(~a N0(Y)(~a L0 (AI-8)

As a numerical example of equation (AI-1), the values of the baseline
flight condition can be substituted into equations (AI-2) through (AI-8).
Using the baseline values for Kpa and Kly, augmentation gains, initial trim
velocity for V and the trim pitch attitude angle for 0, a value of Krh is
computed to be 1.05. This value compares favorably with the baseline
value of 0.8 as determined by root locus techniques. With the present
baseline value of Krh of 0.8, 1/'rs is measured to be 0.0298 which meets
Level 1 requirements. If Krh is increased to 1.05 it is expected that
l/Ts would be very close to zero.
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APPENDIX II

EXAMPLE OF SIMULTANEOUS SOLUTION

OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT METHOD

In utilizing the simultaneous solution of aerodynamic coefficient
method for determining necessary augmentation feedbacks and gains,
consider the 3 DOF rolling moment and yawing moment equations. The method
demonstrated here ,is simplified in that the side force equation is not
included in the analysis. Deleting this equation gives approximate
results which in many cases proved sufficient.

= (L•)• + (Lp) p + (Lr) r (La) 6a + (L8r) 6r (All-i)

r = + (Np) p + (Nr) r ÷ (Naa) da + (NSr) 6 r (AI-2)

This approach assumes that only variations in either rolling moment
or yawing moment coefficients are going to be examined and that the new
augmentation will not have a large effect on the side force equation.
When side force coefficient variations such as Yr and Y8r were analyzed
the side force equation was included in the analysis.

For the baseline augmentation system, simplified equations for 8
and 8r can be written by ignoring control system actuator lags but taking
into account any low frequency shaping designed into these systems.

8a 95.6 [(Kpa) p + (Krih) r] (All-3)

8 r (Kny) nly + S (Kr) r (AII-4)
3S + 1

Now consider the case where a variation in the value of Lp is analyzed.
Denoting the new value of Lp as (Lp + 4 Lp ) and assuming the baseline
augmentation loops with ft feedbacks in both the roll and yaw augmentation,
to compensate for the change in LG , the aileron and rudder deflections
can be written.

8al = 95.6 [(Kpa) p (Kr) r ((AII-)

U Ky ly + .- (Kr) r + (Kor)~ (All-)
3S+ 1

La- 0+ A (a-)
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Substituting equations (All-S), (AII-6), and (All-7) into equations
(All-i) and (AII-2), and then set these two new equations equal to equa-
tions (AII-1) and (AII-2) respectively, the following relations result.

(3 +A AL 13), (Lp) p +(Lr) r +' L8a [5a +(K/3)~]+LrEr+(p)]

(L8)j+ (Lp) p + (Lr) r + (La) 8 a + (L8r) 8r (AII-8)

(Np)$ + (Np) p t '(Nr) r +. N8a [8a +(/)]+ Nar [r+(Sr~

(NP)6 + (Np) p + (Nr) r + (Naa) aa + (Nar) 8 r (AII-9)

Cancelling terms, equation (All-8) and (AII-9) reduce to equations in
terms of /3 alone.

(ALp)p + (L~a) (K6)• + (Lr) (K/3r)• -- 0 (AII-10)

(N8a) (Kp)a ; (N8r) (,K/r), = 0 (AII-11)

From these equations., values for both KeB and Kfi r can be defined. Ibis
method was used in augmenting both the .8 variation cases, as well as
numerous other coefficient variations in the lateral-directional axes.
Once an augmentation system with satisfactory handling qualities rhas been
defined for the baseline configuration, this method produces augmentation
gain values comparable to those obtained by root loci analysis.
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APPENDIX III

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR PARAMETER VARIATION ANALYSIS

The following are the unaugmented and augmented transfer functions
for the longitudinal and lateral-directional modes as computed from the
two 3 DOF matrices. For the longitudinal mode,9/Xc transfer functions
were computed for the basic aircraft, the baseline augmented aircraft,
and parameter variations where augmentation redefinition was required.
For the lateral-directional mode, 0/Xw transfer functions were computed
for the basic aircraft, the baseline augmented aircraft, and parameter
variations where augmentation redefinition was required.

These data were utilized in the study for determining frequency,
damping, time constants, augmentation loop gains and shaping require-
ments for both the longitudinal and lateral-directional axes. These
results are discussed in Section III.

The 3 DOF unaugmented lateral-directional transfer functions start
on page 140. Those for the augmented aircraft with baseline augmentation
start on page 145. The revised lateral-directional augmentation
polynomials start on page 149.

Transfer functions for the unaugmented 3 DOF longitudinal axis start
on page 152. Those for baseline augmentation are on page 159 and the
data for revised augmentation appears on page 163.
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3 DOE U1NA1STED AIRCRAFT LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR OOEFFICIEN VARIATION ANALYSIS

BASELINE CASE:

(S0.5)3.21_(S+0.180.+-j0.5618)
(S-.136)(S+0.8581) (S*0.O774~j0.677) (S+10) (5+20)

Sx Lp:

* 3. 21 (S+ 0. 1864j 0. 5608)

/ - (S-0.08325) (S+3.289) (S+0.1887~j0.6156) (S+10) T*2T
1/5 x Lp:

* ~3.21(S+O.1787~j0.5619)
Axw (-0. 198) (S+0.5426) (S-0.004257±j 0.6266) (5+10) (5+20)

ZERO Lp:

* ~3.21(5+0. 1784±j 0.5620)
/XW (S-0.232) (S+0.4735) (S-0.0204±jO.5974) (S+10) (S+20)

Sx Lr:

3.21 (S+0. 2190±J 0.5546)

Xw ~(S-0. 6284) (S+0. 9525) (S+0. 04521tj 0.8326) (S+10) (S+20)

1,/5X Lr:

* 3.21(S+0.1722tj0.5629)

xw (S+0.0572) (S+0.8126) (S+0.04996tj0.62S5) (S+10)(S+20)

ZERO Lr:

0/x. 3. 21 (Sf0. 1702tjO 0.$631)

(S*0. 1208) (S+0. 7967) (S+0.03772f)0.614) (S+10) (S+20)
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SX NP:

- 3.21 (S+O. 2138±jjO.557)
/C)(S-0.2276) (S.O.8013).'(S+0,1114tjO.4S29) (T+-10) (S+20)

1/SXNp:

3. 21 (S+0. 1732*j 0.526)
xw (S-0.1274) (S+0.8667) (S+0,0771tjO.7143) (S+10) (S+20)

ZERO Np:

- 3. 21 (S+0. 17 16t0. 56L9)
(S-0.1246) (S+0.8686) (S+O.0772tjO.7232) (9+10)(S+20)

- ~3.21 (S+0.1293tj 0.5669)
/Xw ~(S-0.09857) (S+0.9140). (S+O.O9347*ij0.9141) (S+10) (S+20)

5xNr:

* ___ ___0tO.238

/X. (S+0.8337±jO.1116)(s+0.0842±JO.4313) (S+10) (S+20)

I/SxNr:

* 3. 210SO. 0906tj 0'.S678
/X,, (S-0.2248) (S+O.8S971)(S+0.02535tJ0.6903) (S+10) (S+20)

ZERO Nr:

f 3.21(S.0,06826t10. 5671)
/X,(S-O.2479)'(S+0.860) (S+0.01270tjD.69095)(S0)(2)

Sx NS:

- 3.21 S+O.180tJ1.2446)

/X. S-0.314) (S+0.8409) (S.O.1753tj1.330) (S+10) (S+20)

_ 3.21LS+O.18ntJO,26ZS).

/x ~ (S+C.1545) (S+*Q870) (SO0.073S7tj0.4683) (S+1O) (S+20)
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Sx Ls:

* 3. 21 (S+0. 180t 0. 610)
/xw (S+0.155) (S+1.179) (S-0.228*jO.380) (S+10) (S+20)

1/SxLo:

3. 21 (S+ 0. 180±j 0. 5516)

X,, (S-0.2556) (S+0.771) (S+0.181*jO.6709) (S+10) (S+20)

-3xLý:

0 3. 21 (S+0. 1.80*j0. S089)
/X. (S-0.5912) (S+0.4792) (S+O.4947±jO.8182) (S+10) (S+20)

SX L~a:

15. 91 (S+O. 1719tj 0. 555)
xw (S-0.1356) (S+0.8581) (S+0.0774*jO.6774) (S+10) (S+20)

l/SXL6a

- 0.66$(S+0.2184tj 0.5911),
(S-0.1356) (S+0.8581) (S+0.0774±JO.6774) (S4'10) (S+20)

ZERO L6a:

0.033(S+1.148±10.5173) -_ _____

(S-0.13S6) (S+0.8581) (S.0.0774tj0.6774) (S+10) (S+20)

- _______ 3,21(5S+0.180± 0.5618)

/xw (S-0.1356) (5.0.8S81) (S.0.0774tj0.67?4) (S+10) (S.20).

* 3.21(S40. 180* 0.56182

/xw (S-0.1356) (S+0.8581) (S.0.0774*j0.6774) (Sbo) (+20)

(-0.13S6) (S+0.8S81) (S+0..077.067) (S10 CSi20)-



ZERONO:

* -3. 21(S+0. 180tj 0. 085252
(S+0.2717) (5+0.8744) (S-0.1344±j0.4448) (5+10) (S+20)

SX N~'

* 3.34 (S+0. 2184t1 0.5911)
IX,, (S-0.1356) (S+0.8581) (S+0.0774±jO.6774) (S+10) (S+20)

1/ 5X N6a:

* 3. 18 LS+0. 1719ti0.5551)
(S-0.1356) (S+0.8581) (S+0.0774*JO.6774) (S+10) (S+20)

-3xN6:
a

* ~3.08(5+0. 1383±i 0.5249)
/X, (S-0.1356) (S+0.8581) (S+0.0774+j0.6774) (S+10) (S+20)

Sx N6r:

* ~3.21(5.0. 180tj 0.5618)
)X (S-0.1356) (S+0.8581) CS+O.O774±j0.6774) (S+10) (S+20)

1/Sx N6r:

3.21(S+0.180±J0.5618)
/x (S-0. 1356) '(S+0.8581) (S+O.0774tj0.6774) (S+10) (S+20)

Sx Yr:

/XW (S-Oz.1411) (S+0,8619) (5.0.0782týj0,6624) (5.10) (S;~20)

1/Sx Yr:

3,21 (5+. 10t~j 0.674)
/xw U.fl346) (5+085S73) (S4+0.07725tj0.6804) (S.10),(5.20-

ZZ1W Yr:

- 3. 21 (S+0.1 soljO -~8)

(-CST1343)' (S5e.SS872) (S*0.07721tj0.681)- (S.10) (5.205)
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* - ~3.21 (S0.D.3738tj 0.5570)
(S-0.1177) (S+0.9196) (S+0.2315±jO.668) (51)(S+20)

/x (S-0.14025) (S+0.8490) (S+O.04546±ýjO.6726) (5.10) (S+20)

ZERO Ya:

_ 3. 21 (S+0. 1315tj 0. 5524)
/X,, (S-0.1415) (S+0.8469) (S+0.03745+jO.6710) (5+10) (S+20)

XY6r:

_ ~3.21 (S+0.180tjO.5618)
/xw (S-0.1356) (S+U.8581) (S+O.0774±j0.6774) (S+10) (S+20)

1/5SXY6r:

* ~3.21(S.0. 180tjO. $618)

/xw(S-0.1356) (S+0.8581) (S+d0.0774±jO.6774) (S+10) (S+20)



3 DOF AUGMENTED AIRCRAFT 1ATERAL-DIRECHINAL

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS (BASELINE AUGMNTATION)

BASELINE CASE:

3.2'. (S+l. 8507)_cs_+3. 9920) (S+O. 3870*j, .317
/xw (S-0. 0298) (S+1. 523±j0. 3159) (S+4.267) (S+8.997) (S+0.4263tjO.,4758) (S+20)

5xLp:

- ~3.21(S+1.878) (S+3. 980) (S+0.3857±jO.3165)
/x~ (S-0.0489) (S+3.151) (S+2.016) (S-+0.4404±jO.340) (S+5.532) (S+8.309) (5+20)

1/SxLp:

/x~ (S-0.0171) (S+1.647) (S+1.015) (S+0.3375tjO.S643) (S+4.208) (S+9.065) (S+20)

ZERO Lp:

* ~~~3.21(S+1.844) (S+3.995)(S+0.3873tj0,3192)____
/x~ (S-0.01227) (S.1.679) (S+0.9218) (S+0.2962*jO.S80) (S+4.196) (5+9.080) (S+20)

SxLr:

* 3.21(S.2'.022)l (+3.913)(S+0.3795tjO.3062)
/ (S-0.407S) (S+1.3,10) (S+O.4247) (S+O.8412tjl.237) (5+4.612)(S*9. 049) (A+20)

1/SxLr:

- ~3.21(S+1.818)(S.4.006) (S+0.3886eiO,3214)-

ZFJ1D Lr:

/ (S.O.0977) (S.*1.978) (S.1.S42)(S4O.2637*jO.$315 (S+4.122)(S48.983) (Sf2l0)

* ________ 3. 21001. 79). IS+4,.0), 4)O41t~2. .

/ s+.,048)(S2.09) (S-+.53) (S+01.O2. jO.96) (S+4.22) (S#9.O) (kýFo)j
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* 3.21 41.8) (S4.0) (S+0.382tj.38
/. (S-.087) (S+.1.4Oýj&.4O) (5*4.28) (S+9.0) (S+0.57±jO.13) (S+20)

-3XL0:

0 3.12 (5+1,90) (S+3.98)(S+0.364tjO.313)
/. (5-0.40) (S+1.37) (5.0.40) (S5+1.36±jO.98) (S+4.31) (5+9.0) (S+20)

SXL~a

15.91 (S+1.804)(S+4.026) (S+0.38S4*tjO.32.11)ý

IX" (S+0.095) -S+1.73) (8+5.24±j4.41) (S+4.2) (S+O.3124j0.430) (S+20)

I/SXLa

*0.68ý+.11 S+3.8) S .0.399±0.1_
Ix,(Sý-0.1144) (S+ý..593) (S.0.7204) (+0.4384±j0.6215)(S+4.2S6) (S+9.803) (S.20)

ZEWJ Ld :

* 0.033 (S+3.86tj3.0) L$+0.42tjO.22)

* 3.21 (S+2.1S) (S+3."I1) (S+0.381tj0.31)

X"(5.0.018) (S+1.28) (S+0.24)(S*0.57tjl.13) (S+S.S9) (S5.886) (Sý+2

* ~~3.21 ($+1,8) (S+4.0) (O.9j32"

(S-0038)(Sf219)(S.1S0)(.O. 58 +0.4S)e3.7)(5.O (0.20

*3.21 4516)S42)S0.9TO35

S XN

.... .. ~ .~ _ _ _ __14f-_



* lI1SxNp:-

* - 3.21 (8.-l.82)(S+4.O)(S+0.39*jO.32)
* x; (S,+O-O.1) (S+1.50±-jO.44) (S+O.44tjO.47) (S+4.21) (C.+9.O) (S+20)

ZERO Np:

-.. __ 3.21 (S-.1(+.)(+.9j.2

/x. -(&OQ.O3.L)(Sý1.49-+jO.46)(S+O.45tjO.47)(S+4.32)(S+9.O) (S+20)

5xNr:

* - 3.21 (S+3.42tj1.19)(S+O.33tjO.23)

/x (S+0.1'-4)(S+3.41±jO.99)(S+1.67) (S+O.24±jO.41) (S+9.0) (S+20)

1/5xNr:

* 3.21 (S+1.49)(S+4.13)(S+O.41tjO.36)

wx (S-Q.06)(S+1.33±jQ.16J (S+4. 38) (S+O.49±jO.54) (S+9.O) (S+20)

ZERO Nr:

* -3.21 (S+1.40)(S+4.17j)(S+0.41±jO.37)

/ (S-O.074)(S+1.36) (S+1.19) (S+O.5105±jO. 5649) (S+4.40) (S+9.OO) (S+20}'

SXNý:

* - 3.21 (S+O.48)(S+4.12)(S+1.Otjl.1)

/ (S-O.12)(S+1.62)(S+O.32)(S+O.98-ýjl.34)(S+4.35)(S+9.O) (S÷20)

1/SXN$:

* = 3.21(S+2.068)(S+3.957)(S+0.2955tjO.2847)

/ (S-Q.00018)(S+1.67tj0.32)(S+4.25)(S+0.27tj0.5O)(S+9.O) (S+20)

ýZERO N$:

* =3. 21(S+2.j2)(S+3.95).LjO. 27t*A0. 27)

/X,(S+O.008) (S+1.70tjO.32)(S+4.24)(S+O.24*jO.5O) (S+9.) (S+20)

5XN6 a:

* ~3.34(S+2.1)(S+3.8)(S+O.39tj0.31)

/xw (S-0. 021) (M+.56tj0. 47) (S+4.,27) (S+O. 43*j0. 46) (S+8.9) (S+20)
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* -3.18 L+l. 8) (S+4.0) (S+0. 38±j0. 32)

/X, (S-0.032)(S+1.52±jO.27)(S+4.27) (S+0.43±jO.48)(S+9.O) (S+20)

-3XN~a:

.* . . 3.08(S+1.62) (S+4.15) (S+ý0.378±jO.33)

/x(S-0.039) (S+1.64) (S+1.34) (S+0.42±jO.50) (3+4.25) (S+9.1) (S+20)

SXN6r:

=3. 21 (S+3. _tj S.2) (S+0. 32±j0. 27)
/xw (S-0.049) (S+2.96±jS.44) (3'+1.60) (S+0.3Q±j 0.42) (S+9.0) (3+20)

1/ SXN6.r.
* - ~3. 21(S+0.46) (3+5.56) (S+0.30±jO.54)
/ (3+0. 0058) (S+1.55) (3+0.32) (S+0.25tj 0.72) (S+5.80) (S.8.97) (S+20)

sxyý:

0 3.21(S'0.32) (S+4.62)(S+1.03±-jl.89)

/ (3-0. 058) (S+1.74) (S+0. 35) (S+0.89±jl.92)(S+4.72) (S+9.0) (S+20)

* = 3.21(3+2.49) (S+3.74)(S+0.lS5tj-IO.26)
/ (S-0,0013) (S+1.82tjO.36) (S+4.14) (S+0.14*jO.40) (S+9.0) (S+20)

ZEROYO

* - 3.21(S+2.66)(S+3,64)(S+0.11±jQ.23)
/x (S+0.012)(S+1.87tj0.35)(S+4.10(S.0.09±-jO.37) (S+9.0) (S+20)

5xy6r:

= ~~~3.21(S-0.14)(S-9.44)(S-0.057tjO.2 ______

/xw (S-0.058tjO,27) CS+1.63)(S-9.46)(S-0.23tjO.16)(S+9.0) (S+20)

l/sxY6r:

* ~3.21(S+0.63)(S+8.30)(S4.0.44*JO.45)

/X, (S-0.027)(S+1..59)(S+0.67)(S.0.41tjO.63)(S+8.35)(S.9.0) (S+20)

a.48



3 flOF AUGMfN1'ED AIRCPAT IATERA-DIRECTIONAL
TRANSFER FUNCTION (REVISED AUGIENTATION)

5 Lp: Kpa= -1.98, Kr~ 3.5, Kny= 1.75, Krh= 0.8, Kpr 0.0895

0 3.21(S+1.88)(S+3.98)(S+0.39±jO.32)
/X, (S-Q.031)(S+1.45tj0.21)(S+0.42tjO.46)(S+4.17)(S+12.0)(S+20)

5 Lr; Kpa =0.85, Kr =3.5, Kny =1.75, Krh =5.4

0 3.21(S+2.02)(S+3.91)(S+0.38tj0.31)____
(S-0.019) (S+3. 55) (S+2.27) (S+1.63) (S+0.37±jO.43) (S+8.5) (S+20)

1/5 Lr: Kpa =1.60, Kr =3.5, kny =1.77, Krh =0.0

0 3.21(S+1.86)_(S+3.91)(S+0.39tj0.32)
(S-0.03) (S+1,87+jQ.55)(S+4.58) (S+0.45±jO.41) (S+8.0) (S+20)

-3 Lr: 0.a 085, .*:r 3.5, Mny =1.75, Krh =-3.45

= 3.21(S+1.69)(S+4.06)(S+0.40*-jO.33)
(S-0. 00025) (S+1.35±jO. 25) (S+4.58)(S+0.42tjO.55) (S+9.S) (S+20)

5 L$: Kpa 0.85, Kr =3.5, Kny 1.75, Krh =0.8, KB 3.384, K81. 0.1068S

= ~3. 21(S+l. 94) (S+3. 96) (S+0. 36tj 0.32) ____

/ (S-0.028)(S+l. +jO.38) (S+4.28) (S+O.47tjO.46)(S+9.0)(S+20)

1/5 La: Kpa =0.85, Kr 3.5, Kny 1.75, Krhi 1.2

/xW (S-0.0?7)(S41.46+jO.36)(S+4.28)(S+0.49±-jO.23)(S+9.OXS+zo),

-3LB: Kpa 0.85, Kr' 3.S, MnY 1.75, Krhi 0.8, K8  3.384, KBr=- 0.10685

"I*S_________0 )(S___42_O.32

(S-0.032)(S+1.584-jO.24)(S+4.25)(S+0.39tjO.49)(S+9.0) (S+20)O

5 L~a Kpa =0.17, Kr 3.5, Kny -1.7S, Krh 0,16

*15. 9(S+1. 80) (S+4. 3) (S+O. 39tj 0. 3D_
/X, (S-0.O32)(S+1.52±i0.27)(S+*4.27.)(S+0.43tjO.48)(S+9.00(S+20
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1/5 Ljt5: Kpa *0.85, Kr -35S, IKny -1.75, Krh 3.5

* _ -0.67(S+2.10OXS+3.81)(S.0.39±jO.31)

(S-0.019)(S+1.77j(S+0.92)(S+4.12)(S+O.32±jO.S5)(S+9.7)(S+20)

5 L Kpa 0.85, Kr 3.5, Kny -1.75, Krh =0.8, K6r =-0.946

* *.3.21(S+2.15) (S+3.71)(S+0.38tjO.31)
/X, (S-0.031) (S+1.54) (S+2.49tjl.08)(S+0.39±jO.45)(S+9. WS+20)

1/S L~r: Vpa 0.85, Kr= 3.5, Kny= 1.75, Krh= 1.0

* - 3.21(S+1.80)(S+4.04)(S+0.39±jO.32
/xw (S-0.016) (S+2.36) (S4+1.48) (S+9.0) (S.0.33±j 0.49) (S+20)

-3 L~r Kpa =0.85, Kr 3.5, Kny 1.75, Krh 0.8., K~sr =0.946

* 3.21(S+1.61)(LS+4.22)(S+0.39ijO.33)
/w(S-0.029) (S+1.21±jO.19) (S+6.9ltjO.56) (S+0.46tjO.53) (S+20)

5 Nr: Kpa 2.0, Kr 3.5, Kny =1.75, Krh 0.0

o 3. 21 (S+3.42-j 1. 19) (S+0. 33tj 0. 23)
/X. (S+i0.007)(S.2.64+j1.38)(S+4.97)(S+0.35tj0.29) (S+7.1) (S4.20)

1/5 Nr: Kpa 0.85, Kr =3.5, Kny 1.75, Krh 1.1

0 3.21(S+1.49)-(S+4.14)(S+0.41±jO.36)
/X,,(S-0.029) (S+1.42t10.16) (S+4.32) (S.0.43tj0.53) (S.9.0)(S.20)

5 NB: Kap =0.85, Kr 3.5, Kny. 1.75, Krh 1.5

* 3.21(S+0.48)(S+4.12)(S+1.0±jl.06)
/xu(S.0.015) (S+1.61)(S.0.32) (S+1.03±jl.17) (S.4.22)(S+8.9X(S*20)

1/5 Na: Kpa 0.85. Kr .3.07, Kny 1.83, Krh O~

/, (S-0.02)-(S*-1.53±j0.27)(S+4.2S)(S+0.32+J0.52)(S+9.0)(Se20)

-3 N~a: Kpa *0.85, Kr *3.5S, 'My 1. 75, Krh *1. 0

* - q8(S+1.63)(S+4.15)(S.0.38tj0.331

/X, (s-0.017)(S.1i.65)(Se1.41)(S+4.24)(S+0.39tj0.S0)(S+9.1)(S+20)
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S 6: Kpa MS.b Kr =3.5, Kny =1.75, Krh *1.0

* ~~3.21 (S+2.99) (S+5. 24) (S+O. 32±j9..27)
/X,(S-0.028)(S+2.97tjS.45)(S+1.60) (S+0.29±jO.43) (S+9.1) (S+20)

S Ya: Kpa 0.85, Kr =3.5, Kny =1.75, Krh =1.0

* 3.21 (S+0.32) (S+4.62) (S+1,03i1.388
(S-0. 031) (S+1.73) (S+0.35) (S+0..90±jl.90) (S+9.Q) (S+4. 70) (S+9.0) (S+20)

1/5 YB: Kpa =0.85, Kr =1.12i Kny =1.89, Krh =0.8

* 3.21(S+0.63)(S+4.96)(S+0.32±jO.42) ___

/xw (S-0.001) (S+1.58) (S+0.63) (S.5.0) (S+0.26tj0.S6) (S+9.0)(ý>2)ý10

S Y5r: Kpa 0.85, Kr 0.70, Kny 0.35, Krh =0.80

* 3.21(S+0.45)(S+5.58)(S+0.29±jO.54)
IX,, S-0.018)(S+1.61)(S+0.46)(S+0.24±jO.64)(S+5.6) (S+9.0)(S+20)

-5 Np: Kpa 0.85, Kr =3.5, Kny =1.75, Krh =1.2

* 3.21(S+1.64)(S+4.08)(S+0.40±jO.34)

I (S-0.0Q16)(S+1.52tjQ.63)(S+Q.47tj0.48) (S+4.4)(S+8.9) (S+20)



035

.3 DOF UNA1JG1BNM AIRCRAFT LONGITUDINAL
TRANSFER FUJNCTIONS fROR COEFFICIENT VARIATION ANALYSIS

* BASELINE:

0 - 38.98 (S+0.06246) (5+0.47195)
/xc (5.0.26503) (S+1.1808) (S+O.009876tjO.1902) (S+10) (S+20)

10 Xv:

s =38. 98 (S+0. 414 7tj0. 0176)
,'xc .(S+0. 27136) (S+1. 1885) (S+O.1503±jO.10786) (S+1O) (S+20)

5 Xv:

S ~38.98(S+0.1994) (S.0.4661)
/xc (S.0.2661) (5.1.1837) (S0.0,07344tj 0. 1738) (S.10) (S.20)

ZERO Xv:

S = 38.98(S.0.02879) (5+0.4729)
/xc S+3. 2649) (S.1.1802) (S-0.006114tj0.1908) (S.10) (5.20)

-Xv

0 -38. 98 (S-0.0047 S) LS.0.47 36)
/xc (S.0.2647) (S+l.1796) (S-0.02213±jO.18998) (S.10) (SeZO)

-5 Xv:

o ~~~~ 38.98 S-0.138081(S.0.47S8) __________

Axc k5+0.2643) (5.1.1775) (S0.64iO12)(10 (5+20)

S X'-:

0 38.98 S+0.2723*jO.09411)
/xc (5.0.2675)(5.1.145 (S+0.O326tj0.1974) (SilO) (5+20)

2 Xa:

0 38.98gS+0.097551 LS+0.4394)

Axc (S+04.21656) (S.1. 1721) (SeO.01521±jO.1922)(5.10 (5+20)
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1/2 Xa;:

e _ ________38.98(S+0.04686)(S+0.4863)

/XC (S+0. 2648) (S+1. 185) (S+O. 007233±j 0.1892) (S+10) (S+20)

ZERJ X-:

a ~38.98(S+0.03221) (S+0.4996)
/Xc (S+O.2645) (S+1.1894) (S+0.004605±jO.18806) (S.10) (S+20)

-1/2 X-:

0 3p,.98(S+O.O1835) (S+0. 5122) _________

/Xc (S+O.2642) (S+L 194) (S+0.001992tjO0.1869) (S+10) (S+20)

0 _ 38.98 (S+0.005162) (S.0.5241)
/Xc (S+0. 2640) (S+1.1978) (S-0.000607±j0.1857) (S+1Q) (S+20)

-2 Xcz:

0 - 38.98(S-0.01955) (S+0.5463)
IXc (S+0.2635) (S+1.2061) (S-0.005763±j0.,1833) (S+10) (S.20)

.5 Xi:

a _38-98S-00842
8) (S.0. 6033)

/Xc (S.0.2622)(S+1.230) (S-0.02091±jO.1750) (S+10) (S+20)

5 6i

0 -38.99(s0.6415) S+0.4736)____
/Xc (S+0.2650) (S.1.1808) (S.0.009876±jO.1902) (S.10 (S.20)

'11 X11

389 -SO 06_____+. 71

/Xc (S+0.2650)(S+1.808) (S+0.O09870±jO.1902) (S.10) (S.20)

-5 s

o -38.'95 LS50. 059906 ýS+.O.469 S

/Xc (Sý+0.2650) (S+1.808) (S+O. 009876tj0. 19024) (S+10) %'S.20,)
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100 Zv.

0 38.98(S+1.0444tjO.4906)
/XC (S+0. 04724) (S+2. 1778) (S0.O.3597±j 1.1002) (S+20) (S+J.0)

10 Zv:

0 38.98(S+0. 3379tjO.1835)
/Xc (S+0. 07831) (S+1. 3093) (S+0. 1062±j 45998) (S+20) (S+10)

5 Zv:

S = 38.98(S+0.2144) (S+0.3828)
/Xc (S+0. 1156) (S+1. 2424) (S+0. 08366±j 0.3281) (S+20) (S+10)

ZERO Zv:

0 38.98(S+0.03366)!(S+0.48505)
/Xc (S+0. 31896) (S+1. 1637) (S-0.0160±jO. 1640) (S+20) (S+10)

- Zv:

0 38.98 (S+0. 006396) (S+0.4966)
IXC (S+0. 3691) (S+1.1457) (S-0.03951±jO.1387) (S+20) (S+10)

10 Za:

O ~38.98(S*0.03594) (S.4.8535)
/Xc (S+0.6262) (S+S.1O81) (S-0.002192±j0.1771) (S.20) (S*10)

S Z:

0 38.98(S.O.03862 ýS+2.4314)

/Xc (S.0. 5756) (S*2. 7855) (S-0.000i296±jO. 1782) (S~iO2)(S.10)

2 Z-:

0 .98 Q+0.469)S+Q.97L4)
Xc (S.0.4249) (S+1. 5044) (S+0.005036±J 0.1822) (20(510)

ZER Z:

S 38-9850056 _0,.1l128)

/XC (5ý.0,3208) (S.0.9741) (S-0.007182±j0.2164) (Sf20) (S.10)
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100 Mv:

0. - 38.98(S+O.1743)(S+0.4322)
/Xc (S+0. 4992) (S+1. 7158) (S-0. 3747tjl. 0206) (S+20) (S.10)

10 Mv:

0 = ~38.98(S+0.071706) (S+0.469)
/AC (S+0. 4038) (S+1.2615) (S-0. 09982+j0.4370) (S+20) (S+1O)

S Mv:

0 38.98 (S+O. 06656) (S+O. 4708)

/Xc (Sv. 03607) (S.1. 2186) (S-0. 05686tj 0.3385) (S+20).(S+1O)

2 Mv:

0 ~38.98(S+O.06348) (S+0.4717)
/XC (S+O. 3042) (Sd. 1906) (S-0. 01461±j0. 2430) (S+20) (S.10)

ZER~O Mv:

o §.98JS+0.06 44±)(S+0.4722)
IXc (S+.O. 0414) (5+1.1708) (S+0. 1203±jQ. 07159) (5+26XS+10)

-2 Mv:

0 - 38.98(S+0.05941)(S+0.4728)

/Xc (S-0.1698) (S+1.150) (S+0.2427+J0. 1957) (5.20) (S.10)

-5 Mv:

- 3b.9S(SG.0.0637)(S+0.4737)
A ~/Xc (S-0.2757)(S1115(+ 114O20)(+0ý+

-10 MV:

0 _____ 38. 98 LS+.O.0 5132) (S 0. 4 7 5

,'Xc (S-0. 3827) (S+1.0533)(S.0.397S!jO.299S) (S.20) (5.10)

-100 Wt:

0 ~38.98(S-0.03493) (5+0.4958)
Ac ~ 4. 008) (S*0. 527) (5.0. 9608±J0 9423) (SO) (S.10)
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219.78 M-: 0&~ -4.0)

0 _38..98(S+0. 1314±j0. 09455)

/Xc (S+0. 7358tjl.9378) (S-0.002978±jO.2567(S+20) (S+l0)

10 M-:

0 38.98(5+0.06388) (5+0.4594)
/Xc .(5+0. 5610) (5+0.9155) (3'-0.005477±jO.2094) (5+20) (5+10)

0 = 38.98(S+0.06308) (5+0.4664)
/c (5+0.3757) (S+1.0889) (S+0.0005170±j.98 S2)(ý0

ZERO M-:

0 = 3898(S+006231) (5+0. 4733
/Xc (5+0.2379) (5+1.2009) (5+0 01339±-jO.1877) (5+20) (5+10)

0 - 38..98(S0.O.6216)(S+0.4747)

IXc (5+0.2101) (5+1.2202) (S+0.01764±j0. 1851) (5+20) (5+10)

0 - 38.98(S+0.06156) (S+0.4803)
/Xc (S+O. 08589) (S1.l.2905) (S.0. 044S9ýjO. 1821f)ýS20)(+1OT

-10 M,,:

0 38,98(S.0, 06084)(S.04872
/Xc (S-0.03504) (Se'1.3674) (S*0.06661±j0.2095) (5420) (S+10)

S M..

0 6. 9F 9S0.,061821L+.0.5212)_.

/Xc .(S+0.08701) (S.2,b'847) (S.0.01991±Ju,.22&38) (5.20) (S.10)

ZERO M.:

1.56



- ~38.98(S+0.06313) (6+0.4303)
/XC (S+0. 1582tj 0. 5908) (S-0.04835+jO.1674) (S+20) (S+10)

* -5 Ni.:

; p ~00 _38.98(S+0.06148) (S+0.4118)

* /Xc (S-O.09615+J0.5321)(S-0.1O55±j0.1664)(S+20) (S+1O)

10 Mq:

0 38.98(S+0.06246)(S+0.4720)
/Xc .(3c+0.4330) (S+6. 6366) (S+0. 03339tj0. 05326) (3.20) (3+10)

0 - 38.98(S+0.06246)(S.0.4720)
/Xc (S+0. 4035) (S+3. 52) (3+0. 03489!j 0.08243) (S.20) (S.10)

0 = ~38.98(S+0.06246) (S+0.4729L.

/XC (CS+0.3282) (S.1.7043)(S+0.03155tjO.1389) (S.20) (SelO)

1/2 f'kq

0 ______ 38.98(S+0.06246) LS.0.4720)

/XC -(S.0, 2298) (S+0.9719) (S-0.02SS7tj0.2240) (S.20.) (3.10)

ZEW N4:

0 389(+0026)S04720

fXc (S.0.200$) S0814(S-0.09112±j0. 2471 )(&'20)(S'+10)

o130.80 (S+O-06176)(S..46S4)

/XC 756.0.26503(S+1.1$08) (S+0.009876tj0.1902 (S.20 (S+101

0 _ 16.02(S0.006383) S+0.4855)
/X 'so.02650) 3(S+1. 108) (S.O. 09876fJ0.190N) ( 5CS+10F



5 MH

0 ~106.36(S+0.06183) (S+0.4660)

/Xc (S+O. 2650) (S+1 .1808) (S+0. 009876+j 0.1902) (S+20) (S4.10)

ZER.OM

0 _ 22.13(S+0.06320) (S+0.4791)

/Xc (S+0. 2650) (S+1.1808) (S+0.009876+j0.19O2) (S+20) (S+10)



3 DOF AUWJABUM AIRCRAF LW TDIA
MMfiASFER PUNCICt4S (BASELINE AtDU(4TATION)

BASELINE:

0 -38.98 (S+0.06266) CSO.0.470S)
/XC (S+S. 0905±jl. 7179) (SeO.01707±j0.07619) (S+20) (S.0.6452t)

-5 Xv: Unstable phugoid

=38.98 (S-0. 13842)(S+0. 47492
/XC (5+.5.0905±jl. 7179) (5-0.07309) (S-0. 08546) (5+20) (S,'0. 6413)

10 Xv:

o 38.98(5+0.41406t10.02888)
/Xc (S5.5.0906±jl. 7180)( 0S.O01964) (S.0.2953) (S+20) (S'0.6r, 1)i

S -

0 ~38.98 (S+O.2717-J 0.09595)

/Xc (5+.5.0908±j1. 7168) (S+0.07663~tj0.04524) (S.20) (S.0.53S6)

-5 X-: Unstable phugoid

O ~38, 98(S-0.08444) (S.0.6022)
/Xc (S+.S.0901tj1 .7195)'(S-0. 04S78+ 0.04992) (S.20) (S+0.7567) -

ZERO 6H

0 _ -38.97LS+.0.06203o2(,S+.04715)

/XC (S.SJ)90Stj 1. 71-9) (5.0. 01707tj 0. 07619) (S.201 (S. 0.65

0 _38.i99 (S+0, 063i19) LS ------ -
/X sFsVO9S~tFl7179 (S.00OE'j7tj0. 07619) (5.20 ý(S.0 Q)

zw~ Zv:
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100 Zv:

o -38. 98 (S+C :0. 6150)
/XC (S+4. 0331±3 1.4689) (S+O. ý28tjO.l1268) (S+20) (S4.l1885)

ZERO Z-:

e ~~~38.98(S+0.024606tjO.1130_____
/Xc (S+ 51591±jl.8512) (S-+0.002244±j0.08729) (S+20) (5+0.06395)

S Z-z

o = 38.98(5.0.03864) (S.2..4304)

/Xc (S+3.4914tjl.8222) (5+0.01669±30.07376) (S.20) (S+5.7396)

ZDl e6

- ~39.45(S.0.06244) (S+0.4522)
/XC (5.5.4014±30.7"0217) (S+0.01705±jO. 07.613) (5+20) (S+0.6287)

5 Z~c:

o ~~37. 05ýS06353)(S0.5624) _____

/XC (S+3.8442±j3. 3225) (S+0.01718±j0.076406) (5.20) (S.0.7171)

MERO0 Z6H:

o 39.33(,S+G.06229S)(S.0.4807)
/XC (5+.5.0905±jl.7179) (S4'0.01707tj0. 07619) (S.20'(S.0.6452)

5 ZiH1:

G 37.57,($+.006418).(,S+0.4334)
/5.S0905j1.7179) (S*0.01707±jO07619) (S.20) (S.0.64M2

10 Hv:

- 38.98LS0.0.7199j,(S 0.467S)______

(~ S.S,09r68tl.7192) (S.0. 01809tj0.i36Y).20)(S.0.6307i)

-10 WI: Unstable phu4oid

0 - 3.08(S*.0.0SiS)_(S* 4X1401_

/Xc (SP-.8.828tj 1. 7162) (S#.02415) (S- 0. 21 (S+.7~h0) 668m)
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0 -38.98(S+0.06206)(S+0.5196)

/XC (S+5.810±+j2.4988) (S+0.04339+jO.07226) (S+20) (S.0.3995),

-5 M-:

0 =38.98(S+0.0.6370) (S+0.4105)_______

jXc (S+1.470tjl.090) (S-0.01337tjO.07348) (S+20) (S+6.0782)

-10 Mrx:

o 38.98(S+0:06103)-(S+0.4858)_____
/Xr (S+58 1225+jl.7422) (S+0.07364) (S-0.01915) (S+20) (S+0.5609)

14cr -4.0 Unstable phugoid

0 38.98(S+0.1308tjO.09545)
/Xc (S+3.0339tjl.2398) (S-0.01165+jO.2336) (S+20) (S+4.08044)

ZERO Nq:

0 .38.98(S+0.06266)(S+O.4705)

/Xc TS, A.4-jO.2736) (S+0.01471±jQ.08387) (S+20) (S+0.6902)

10 Mq:

0 ~~~~38.98(S+0.062-56) (S+0.4705)______
/Xc (S+7.-9676+j4.3643) (S+0.02477+jO.04363) (Si-210) (S+0.$465)

ZERO N1 Wr~13 is too small

o . ~~~~16.02(S+0.06355)(S+0.5229)________
/Xc (S+0.2818) (S+1.1363) (S±0.01274!jO.1936) (S+20) (S+9.4169)

5 S e

r c 130.80(S+0.06219)(S+0.4475)
/Xc (Sf5-. 0662tj9.4888) (S+0.OiOS53tjO.03573) (5+20) (S+0.7071I)

ZEPRO1161

o _ 22.13(S+0.06377)(S+0.4530)
/Xc (S+5.0905±j1.7179) (S+0.01707tjO. 076'19)(S+20) (5+0.6452)
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5 M6Hi:

0 ~106.36(S+O.06173) (S+0.4864)

/Xc (S+5.0905±jl.7179) (S+O.01707±jO.07619) (S+20)(S+O.6452)
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3 DOE AUC4FAENTE AIRCRAFP LONGITUIDINAL

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS (REVISED AUGvIEMATION)

-5 Xv: K-c 10.0, KEG 12.6, Kq =15.0

0 ~~~~38.98(S-0.1367) (S+0.4746) _______

/Xc (S+1.0693+jjO. 7863) (S+0.01688tjO..08283) (S+9.0966) (S+20)

-5 X-: KE= 3. 0, Kq= 40.0

e = ~38.98(S-0.08428) (S+0.6033) __

/Xc (S+5.4685+jl.3227) (S+0.0009853±jO.02949) (S+20) (S+0.5116)

-10 Mv: K- 50.0, Kq =150.0

E) 38.98(S+0.07289) (S+0.4f'49)___________

/Xc (S+5.3074±j8.0011) (S+0.u032ý25±j0.1648) (3+20) (S+0.8444)

-5 W~: Kq= 100, Kn = 0.0

0 38.98(S+0.06348)(S+0.4118)
/Xc (S+4.4870±jS.8303) (S+0.01164tj0.0580) (S+20) (S+0.5995)

-10 1,!-: K- 4.0, Kq 40.0

0 38.98(S+0.06162) (S+0.4865)
/Xc (S+S.4802+jl.3623) (S+0.03196±jO.09327) (S+20)(S+0.4414)

M- -4.0 :KO 5.0

o 38.98(S+0.1314±jO.09455)
/Xc (S+0.7118tj2.0066) (S+0.005883±jO.2520) (3+10) (S+20)

ZERO M6e Equivalent augmentation through horizontal stabilizer

o ~38.98(3+0.06424) (3+0.4422)
/Xc (S+5.0926±jl. 7170) (S+0.01749±jO.0760) (S+0.6463) (S+20)
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APPENDIX IV

ANALYSIS FOR INCREASING YAW AND ROLL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

WITH CONTROL BLENDING TECHNIQUES

The data contained in this report indicate that there are several
situations where yaw or roll control power capability is insufficient to
meet Level 1 requirements on ?Pt or t 30 as per Reference 1. In an effort
to increase control power, a preliminary analysis of control blending
techniques was conducted for each of these situations.

BASELINE AIRCRAFT

The most significant lack of sufficient control power is the yaw con-
trol effectiveness forithe baseline case. As data from Section III indi-
cate, the most straight forward method of satisfying this requirement is
to increase NSr by 30 percent. However, it is possible to achieve an
increase in yaw control power through control blending techniques.

The technique used in increasing yaw control power was to use a
mechanical interconnect from the yaw controller (pedal) to the roll
control surfaces. Figure IV-l shows the primary yaw and roll flight control
systems for this mechanization. Figure IV-2 shows the effect on Ot by
varying the magnitude and direction of the ailerons as conmnanded by this
system. Results indicate that negative aileron deflections are required
to increase yaw control in a negative (nose left) heading comnmand.
For this open loop system a 60-percent negative aileron command is re-
quired to meet Level 1 requirements on Ot with no surface rate limiting.

In analyzing the baseline augmentation systemwith control blending,
the mechanization shown in Figure IV-3 was used. In this mechaniza-
tion pedal position is electrically fed through a one-second washout
into roll augmentation. While the use of a washout in this case would
in general produce adverse steady state handling qualities and would
probably not be included in the final configuration, its use here was
intended to simplify the preliminary analysis. The washout circuit was
added to avoid the need to trim roll for steady state pedal or yaw trim
inputs and avoid redefinition of augmentation dynamic loop gains. Using
this yaw cortrol system with the baseline augmentation operating, Figure
IV-4 shows the increased heading change capability of the aircraft with
50 percent and 100 percent rudder coupling as compared to no rudder
coupling. Figure IV-5 shows the bank angles generated for each of the
rudder coupling gains. As this figure indicates, larger than normal
bank angles can be generated by this method which require more roll
trim than for the uncoupled case. Figures IV-6 and IV-7 show the result-
ing aileron and rudder deflections.

In the above analysis it is to be noted that surface rate limitations
were eliminated. With no surface ratc limitation the baseline augmented
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X (DEG.) 1. 66] 20 + 07_ (percent)

Xp (N.) -10 .14510 (RAD.)

Figure IV-1. Open Loop Mechanical Coupling from Yaw Control Commnand to Aileron
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7.0 1
6. 0 LEVEL I

5.0

03 NO PEDAL COUPLING

4.0 -0 50% PEDAL COOPLING

4 DEG. 0 100% PEDAL COUPLING

3.0

2.0

0.0 0.5 1.0

TIME-SEC

Figure IV-4. Effect of Varying K~ on Heading Angle with Pedal Step Input

Baseline Augmentation On
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100%

0 50% PEDAL COUPLING

"0 100% PEDAL COUPLING

AUGMENTATION
AUTHORITY LIMIT

% 50%

0.0 0.5 1.0
TIME - SEC

Figure IV-6. Effect of Varying 1% on Aileron Deflection with Pedal Step Input

Baseline Augmentation On
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-30

-20

-DEG. -15

0 NO PEDAL C0UPLINQ

0 100% PEDAL COUPLING

-5

0
1.0

TIME SEC

Figue I-7.Effct o Vayin K4on Rudder Deflection with Pedal Step Input

Baseline Augmentation On
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aircraft with no aileron coupling produced a heading change of 4.49
degrees in 1.0 second. With a rudder surface rate limit of 50 deg/sec.
Only a 3.25-degree heading change was produced in 1.0 second. If a
comparable degradation in heading change is assumed for the open loop
mechanical system, Figure. IV-2 indicates that more than 100 percent ailerons
would be required to meet Level 1 standards.

5Lp ANALYSIS

The first attempt on augmenting the 5 times Lp case was to redefine
gains in the augmentation system through the simultaneous solution of
coefficients method. However, this technique only allowed the augmented
value for t30 to be approximately the same as the unaugmented value
which was already unacceptable by Level 1 standards. No further improve-
ment through the roll augmentation system could be achieved since the

pL•. wheel step was already commanding full aileron. To improve the roll capa-
bility of the aircraft with a large roll damping term it was then decided
to introduce a wheel coupling into the yaw augmentation system similar
to the pedal coupling into rol. used in the analysis to increase rudder
effectiveness for the baseline case.

As the unaugmented results of Figure IV-8 indicate, only negative
rudder deflections significantly reduce t30 response over that of the
unaugmented case. This effect is indicated by the 3 DOF rolling moment
equation

- ÷ - + +
P Lp. P Lr . r+ L.8 + L~a . 8a+ L~r "r (AIV-l)

where the sign associated with each coefficient is shown above its respec-
tive coefficient. Since a positive rudder induces negative yaw rate (r)
and positive sideslip (p), equation (AIV-i) shows that although rudder
increases p through the L,•r term, the adverse yaw rate and sideslip
induced tend to reduce p. For the coefficient values studied, p can
only be increased by a negative rudder deflection. It is important to
note that for some other rolling moment coefficient values this mechaniza-
tion could be reversed requiring a positive rudder to increase p depend-
ing on the relativeimagnitudes of Lr r, Lp . 8 and Lbr • 8r'

For the five times Lp case the iiechanization as shown in Figure 120
of Section III was used. This system catimands full negative rudder
when a full wheel input is applied. Although this method is incapable
of meeting t30 Level 1 standards for this large value of Lp, considerable
improvement over the unaugmented aircraft is realizable. Various values
of Lp were then investigated with this me-hanization to define a maxinm
Lp at which Level 1 requirements can be met with augmentation ox,a maxi-
mum value of 4.3 times Lp was thus determined,
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4.o

3.5w /S 6a =+100%

3.0

o 2.5

2.0 _________LEVEL

1.5
-100% -50% 0 50% 100%

RUDDER STEP INPUTS

Figure IV-8. Evaluation of Rudder Step Inputs with 100% Wheel Step Input forSLp Case - No Augmentation

2.7

2.5

S2 .3

1 ,9 ~LEVEL I - ,

-100% -5o% 0

RUDDER STEP INPUTS

Figure IV-9. Ewvalwition of Ituddor Stop Inputs with 100 lheiel Stop Input for

I/S Lba Case - No Aupmtation
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0.2 Lga ANALYSIS

IFor small values of L8a, the roll effectiveness of the ailerons is
reduced to such a point that they cannot produce sufficient rolling
Moment to meet Level 1 t30 requirements. As Figure IV-9 indicat-s a
negative rudder deflection can significantly reduce t 30 for the 0.2
times L6a case, however, this low value of L8a cannot meet Level 1 t30
requirements. It is important to note here that both Figures IV-8 and
IV-9 represent the unaugmented response of the aircraft with a mechanical
"wheel coupling system.

Figure IV-lO shows the roll and yaw control and augmentation systems
used for the augmcnted L~a analysis. To maintain ailerons at full
deflection a simulated command augmentation loop was used to override
the roll augmentation feedback during wheel inputs. This system was
then used to define a minimum Lsa with which Level I t 30 requirements
can be met for the augmented aircraft. With this technique of increasing
roll control power a mininum= acceptable value of 0.4 times L~awas
deti-rmined.
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APPENDIX V

ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT CAPABILITY TO TRIM

Using the pitching moment and normal force equations from the 6 DOF
digital simulation program, an equation can be derived which will define
approximate limits on Z,, ZSH, M_ and M6H with which the aircraft can be
trimmed with horizontal stabilizers alone. Using the notation of the 6
DOF digital program with coefficients defined in Table V-I, the normal
force and pitching moment equation at trim reduce to:

\4co~e¶ +O 4 (t4I.ATrN(-r + Ne (AV-r

C) moT + (%AAr) + (mAowT-) (AV-?

If it is assumed that cos 9- r 1.0 then the two equations can be solvcd
simultaneously for 6HT ando-r.

Z~.____ e. (AV-43)
WEAk K 1 V- ) MA- -D 14i-0)

MbT~P o) (AV-4)

Substituting in the coefficient values for the baseline trim case a
bH'T of -4.72 degrees &nd a0,1 of 6.0? degrees are obtained as compared
to trim valuxes of -. ,78 degrees and 5.,3 degrees obtained from the 6 DOF
digital program with a 0T of 14.45 degrees.

lable V-11 stumrarizes the results of varying NZAT, NZDI{I', MAT, and
mrf in Equation AV-3., Figures V-i through V-3 show the graphical results
of this analysis.

Figures V-I shows that the maximau stable Ms which canbe trinmed
with full horizontal stabilizer deflection is.-1.8. Figure V-3 shows
that values of Z., less than -0.5 require rapidly increasing values of
M1T up to a ma..nm of 30.8 degrees for z., 0. In order to trim this
case additional trim through the- elevator would b- required. Such
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TABLE V-I

DEFINITION OF COEFFICIENT NOTATION AS USED IN THE, 6 DOF DIGITAL PROGRAM

t' T0TI TT!.EMT Z p
NZUT L-pJ MOT Ma ,-JT ZM ly--.- NZATL.pe pej--0 m

NZA'T' - 0~ A L=-["J T- al - : ~ -. ~--NDL 1=0 LTpe Ej -a

N T O TOaH
NZA~T =T [NOOH rnT~L.Tpe J L.Tpe-

NZDET .[ -TJ MDET T L

TABLE V-Il

SWIflARY OF Z8H, M8H, Za , AND Mae VARIATION ON AIRCRAFT
CAPABILITY TO TRIM WITH HORIZONTAL STABILIZER ALONE

NZDHT ZSH 8HT za 8 HT MDIHT M811  5IflT Ma 61-f
or (Deg.) (Deg.) or (Deg.) ([eg.)

NZAT MAT

0 0 -4.8 0 30.8 10.0 1.7 2.5
1.0 -4.8 -4.7 -4.83 -1,6 5.0 0.85 -0.8
3.0 -14.5 -4.7 0.0 0 -510. 0 -S.1
5.0 -24.1 -4.65 -24.1 -4.3 -1,0 -0.17 -28.2

10.0 -48.3 -4.7 -5.0 -0.85 -6.0 -0.85 -10.o
20.0 -96.5 -4.9 -10.0 -1.7 3.0 -1.1 -18.2
25.0 -120.7 -4.9 -20.0 -3.4 1.5 -.3.4 -46.4

TABL'iE V- I I I

S[IMWY OF Ma AND) MN18 VARIATIOON N AIRC(AIT CAPA I LI 1Y
TO rRIM WIT1 FULl. 1IORIZO•l'Al. STABIIItR AND VARhYING A•I\tNifS OF tIJiVAIFT.

MAT MNa 6eq (lOg.) m t (l'g--

-11,7 -2.0 -1.46 -1.173 -0.2 -0.8
-,17.505 -3.0 -IS.8 -0.88 ,0.15 -1 .(1
-23.46 -4.0 --42.33 -0.59 -0,1 -2.48

-0.29 -0.0S -3.34
0.0 0.0 -4.10
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additional trim would amount to approximately 9 degrees of elevator since
this is roughly 10 Pc• t more effective than the horizontal stabilizer.
The effect or vhdcilng MWH is pres&e.ted in Figure V-2, and shows that for
the baseline flight condition the minimu M6H which will provide
acceptable trim is 0.25 times the-baseline value.

If coefficient variations become excessively large to warrant some
additional trim capability from the elevators these trims can be- added
to the pitching moment and normal force equations.

Sw e. . .o'I ÷(~ ~ +(AV-S)

IAO¶+ ~ (~)~~+ ~~-r (AV-6)

If it is assujned SHT is equal to full surface deflection then MDHT and
MAF can be varied to determine limits on these 2coefficients with addi-
tional elevator trim, Solving for UT and 4K T the following equations
are obtained:

OC (AV -8

t4I T, W5 E¶) W F

Table V-III sumnarizes the results of varying Mal and MAT in equa-
tion AV-7. Figure V-4 shows the results for Me graphically. These
data show that using 50 percent of available elevator control power would
permit trimuing the basoline aircraft with an M, -2.8.
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